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Forestry is a subject in which every-
one should have interest, since it is of the utmost im-
portance to the country’s economic v/ell-being, and the
forests v/ere originally one of the greatest natural re-
sources on this continent*
This paper is an attempted investiga-
tion of the past history of the forests of the United
States, a survey of the depletion of the timber stands
and their present status, and a study of present thought
along conservation lines.
It is hoped to show the need for some
"taking thought for the morrow" in connection with the
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FOREST CONSERVATION IN THE UNITED STATES
CHAPTER I
Histoi*:/' of the Public Donain of the United States
The Prig:Inal Fores t
Vi/hen the first white settlers came to
that part of North America which is nov/ the United States,
they found a vast and seemingly boundless and inexhaustible
forest. It is now estimated that approx5.mately one-third
to one-half of the area of continental United States was
originally forest-covered (eight or nine hundred million
acres of forests), and the part reached first by the early
settlers was alm.ost entirely forest, being that part of
the country lying along the Eastern seaboard. The unfor-
ested areas lay farther inland, in the Middle Western states.
The forest, although always a source of
material for shelter and fuel for the colonists, was not
considered a friendly influence by them, since it had to be
cleared away before land could be tilled and since it also
served as a protection for Indians and wild animals. Nat-
urally the colonists cut down the trees as rapidly as possi-
ble. However, without adequate equipment, and in view of
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for l-umber, fuel, tilla<?e and pasture land) they made very
little impression on the forest as a whole.
Therefore, up until the middle of the
nineteenth century, v/hen logging in the United States be-
gan in earnest, there was no problem of conservation of the
forest as a whole, although even as early as the seventeenth
century there was concern regarding the continued supply of
certain species, especially those needed in shipbuilding,
such as live oak, and pine for masts. The first attempt to
conserve the forest resources of this nature came in 1691
when in granting the charter of the "Province of Massachu-
setts Bay in Nev/ England" all trees "more than twenty-four
inches in diameter, twelve inches from the ground, on all
lands in the province not theretofore granted to a private
person" v/ere reserved to the Crown for the use of the Royal
Navy.^ Grants of land by the Crown to individuals had pre-
viously included not only the surface of the land itself
but everything on the land, such as standing timber, and
also everything imder the surface (minerals).
Acquisition of Lands by the
Federal Government
After the Revolutionary War the lands
formerly held by the King (those not granted to any indi-
vidual) became the property of the various states making up
1) Jenks Cameron, "Development of Governmental Forest Con-
trol in the United States", Johns Hopkins Press^
Baltimore, Maryland, 1928, Page 20.
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the United States, but in 1780 seven of the original thirteen
states granted to the Federal Government two hundred sixty million




In addition to these grants by the original
states, the Federal Government acquired much more land by means








The Texas Purchase (Parts of
Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico
and a"public land strip")
The Mexico Purchase ("Gadsden
Purchase", to correct bound-















(The above areas (in square miles) compare with a present
total area of the United States and its possessions of
3,738,398 square miles, and of continental United States
of 3,026,789 square miles).
Beyond the land acquired by purchase and
by cession of the thirteen original states, the Federal Gov
ernment added to its lands by the occupation of the Oregon
'J«-The actual acreage, as given by S.V.Proudfit in Bulletin of the
Department of Interior, "Public Land System of the United
States", (Government Printing Office 1923) was 259,171,787,
ceded by the states of New York, Virginia, Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, South Carolina, North Carolina and Georgia.
1) Robert S. Yard, "Our Federal Lands", Scribner, 1928, Page 6.
2) S.V.Proudfit, Op. Cit.
3) Douglas, Edward M., "Boundaries, Areas, Geographic Centers
and Altitudes of the U. S. and the Several States," 2nd Edi-
tion, U.S.Department of the Interior, Bulletin #817, 1932.
# The areas are necessarily approximate, especially in the cases
of Louisiana and Florida v/here the actual boundaries were in
dispute. Information is from the Department of Interior,
Bulletin #817 (Op. Cit.) Pages 247 and 248, although areas
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(Northvirest ) territory, the United States title to that land
being settled in 1846. At the end of the Mexican V/ar, in
1848, the Mexican Cession also added to the nation’s -ujioccu-
pied lands many more acres, at a cost of $15,000,00 (treaty
of Guadaloupe Hildago), covering parts of Colorado, Utah,
Arizona and New Mexico.
Land Policies of the Federal Government
Early Disposition of
the Public Domain
Having become the owner of so much landj
the Federal Government began to dispose of it to individual
settlers, probably with the main object of obtaining as
much revenue for the treasury as possible. At first the
management of these lands was in the hands of the "Board of
Treasury”, which made sales to the public as early as 1785
(the first patents were issued in 1788), and in 1739 they
were managed by the Secretary of the Treasury. In 1790 sale
of land in the ”Northv/est Territory” (nov/ the state of Ohio)
was provided for in a bill dated May 18 of that year, and at
the same time a surveyor general v/as provided. About this
time (May 20, 1785) the rectangular system of survey was
adopted to facilitate description and disposal of the Fed-
erally owned lands. ^ This survey system is based on a "mer-
idian”, determined at some convenient position and from the
l) S. V. Proudfit, Ibid
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meridian, east and west, the land is divided into "townships"
thirty-six miles square. The tov/nships in turn are divided
into sections containing one square mile each, and the sec-
tions are also subdivided. The system is in use today on
all the land once part of the public domain, with the excep-
tion of certain parts v;hich had been previously surveyed and
granted.
In 1812 a General Land Office was set up,
which went through reorganization and under the Pre-emption
Act of 1841 took charge of the "opening up" of the vast pub-
lic domain. The first, or original, "Homestead Act" was
adopted in 1862, and under this Act grants v/ere made to ac-
tual settlers only (any citizen who agreed to live on the
land). The grants were of one hundred sixty acres each, or
a "quarter-section" as surveyed by the Government under its
rectangular survey. The size of the grants v/as later in-
creased to three hundred twenty acres, a "half -section" (in
1909), and still later to six hundred forty acres, (in 1916),
or an entire section of one square mile. The increases in
the acreages patented to each individual was due to the fact
that the more fertile, more accessible and consequently more
valuable land was taken up first, and the government in in-
creasing the acreage thought to encourage the taking up of
less desirable lands, especially those suitable only for the
grazing of livestock.
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The earlier grants v;ere for individuals
to make homes and develop the lands, and consequently were
put to agricultural uses mainly# On June 3, 1878, however,
there was passed in Congress the "Timber and Stone Act",
providing for one hundred sixty-acre grants for nonagricul-
tural purposes#
In addition to lands granted individual
settlers, large tracts were given to new states for the sup-
port of the common schools and other internal improvements,
and also to private railroad and canal companies, to assist
them in building much needed means of transportation# Not
a small part of the public domain left the control of the
government through the grants made to the railroad and canal
companies as an inducement to private capital to build the
transportation necessary for opening up the vast territory
acquired by the Federal Government through purchase and ces-
sion. Millions of these acres were heavily timbered, and
in this way a Ilarge part of the great forests passed into
private hands# For instance, the government was particularly
generous to the western railroads, granting them (in addi-
tion to loans in government bonds) one hundred million acres
of land along their proposed routes# The Northern Pacific
alone received from thirty-nine to forty- seven million acres
(the odd-numbered sections of townships extending for ten
miles on each side of the track of the railroad, and later
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this was extended to include those sections twenty miles each
side of the track, and then even as far as thirty miles on
& 2
each side.r Some of these grants v/ere obviously unnec-
essarily large, and in a few instances the government has
even been able to have some returned through court actions.
The Settlement Period
During this ’’Settlement Period” a great
many patents were issued to homesteaders, and the v;estern
movement of the settlers continued. Meantime there were, of
course, other dispositions of the federal land, which did
not concern the forestry angle, particularly the Desert Land
Act of 1877 by which land up to six hundred forty acres could
be taken if water was introduced within three years, and the
Carey Act of 1894 by v/hich states co\i3d take up to a million
acres of desert land if they guaranteed reclamation. The
government has also peimiitted entry on the public domain for
cutting of timber, grazing of animals, and exploitation of
natural resoujcces, such as metals, coal and oil. By 1870
the ninety-five thousand squsire miles of timber which had been
given to soldiers as extra "bonuses” for service had nearly
all passed into the hands of speculators at small fractions
of the actual values, and by the same date (1870) nearly two
1) D. S. Muzzy, "An American History”, Page 398.
2) Robert S. Yard, "0-ur Federal Lands”, Page 85.
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hundred thousand square miles of rich forest land had found
its way into private hands through the grants to states, and
twice that, or about four hundred thousand square miles,
through the grants made to the railroads* ^
During these years very little effort,
if any, was made to'ward conservation. Little control v/as
exercised over lands still remaining the property of the
government, with the result that whoever wished to do so
usually helped himself to timber or made any other use of
the forest lands he wished (including grazing of cattle,
v/hlch certainly did not improve the land or the young for-
est growth) • The peop!le were so accustomed to such use of
public lands that when the time came for the government to
actually try to stop the depredations, it v/as found almost
impossible to do so. In fact, in a section of the Lake
States, near Manistee, Michigan, (on the eastern shore of
Lake Michigan) the government agent, Isaac Wil3ard, found
his attempts to bring law and order into the forests a very
dangerous business. In fact, in 1853 he was forced to call
on the Navy (the U, S. S. Michigan was then on the Lakes)
to assist his agents in making arrests for timber stealing
2
on government land.
1) Robert S. Yard, "Our Federal Lands", Page 87.
2) Jenks Cameron, "Development of Governmental Control in
the United States", Pages 143 to 150.
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The Conservation Period
Soon after the efforts to put a stop to
misuse of the public domain, the government became more in-
terested in making the best use of the remaining public lands,
and less interested in disposing of them as fast as possible.
The first effort along this line was the withdrawing of some
of the lands for national parks, which began in 1872, and
the dedication of national monuments, although this did not
begin until somewhat later (about 1906). At approximately
the same time land was first Virithdrawn for the national
parks, the idea of timber planting was being discussed, and
between 1868 and 1873 nine states passed laws encouraging
tree planting by means of bounties or tax exemptions. Con-
gress also passed laws, tv/o in 1872, requiring homesteaders
in forested areas to retain a certain proportion in timber
in order to protect existing timber, and in 1873 the "Tim-
ber Culture” Law was passed.
In 1891 Congress authorized the Presi-
dent to set apart and reserve public lands containing tim-
ber, and in 1897, and further in 1911, Congress authorized
the acquisition of lands in private ownership for national
1
forests.
Thus the Federal Government not only
1) S. V. Proudfit, "Public Land System of the United States".
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abandoned its former policy of disbijirsin^ forest land (as
well as non-forested land) as rapidly as possible, but en-
tered upon a period of conservation of its remaining pub-
licly owned forests and the reacquiring of some lands which
had passed into private hands.
1> _L^'
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ORIGINAL EXTENT, DEPLETION Al'ID PRESENT STATUS
OF THE FOREST COVER
The Original Forest, Compared
V/ith the Present Forest
Estimates of the portion of the present
United States v/hich was originally forest-covered vary, but
seem united in the belief that it was from one-third to just
under one-half of the total area, or about eight hundred
twenty-tv/o million acres of virgin timber, of v/hich there re-
mains only a very small proportion. The forests once cov-
ered almost the entire eastern half of the United States, and
the West Coast also had extensive forest grov/th.
One comparison of the original status of
timber land and other lands of the country, with the present
uses to v/hich the land is being put, is the following:^
Millions
of Acres
The America of 1630*
Dense primeval forest 820
Native grass lands - tall and short 600




* United States without Alaska.
1) Stuart Chase, "Rich Land, Poor Land”, McGraw Hill, 1936,
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The America of 1950
Merchantable forest - not all virgin 150
Cut-over forest - grov/ing 200
Cut-over forest - dying 100
Farm woodlands 150
Grazing lands - open 330
Farm crop lands (irrigated, 25 million) 400
Farm pasture lands, etc. 420
Urban lands 50
Desert and waste 100
Total 1900
The present uses to which the land area
of the United States is put is graphically shown by this
chart






Crop land in farms 413
Pastijire and Range:
In farms 379
Not in farms 317
696
Farmsteads, Roads,
Urban, waste, etc. 179
Total Land Area 1903
Land Area of Continental United States (excluding
Alaska) by major economic uses, 1929.
1) United States Forest Service, "Report on Senate Resolu
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Yard^ estimates the number of square miles
of virgin timberland as 1,064,528 betv/een the Atlantic Ocean
and the prairies (solid forest), and in the West 220,062 more,
and at the time he v/rote (1928) there v/ere 733,554 square
miles left, but that included 390,800 cut-over once or more
and 126,875 so slashed and burned or eroded as to be v/astes.
Depletion of the Forests
Up until about 1840 there was very little
destructive logging in the country. Prior to that the trees
were taken only when necessary for clearings to provide food
and for homes. The population was, of course, very much smal-
ler and the demand for wood comparatively negligible.
Another factor in increasing logging of the forests was the
improvement of machinery and the grovirth in numbers of power
savraiills erected.
The advance on the forest accelerated
with the demand of the expending nation for lumber and the
growth of the facilities mailing it possible to cut and v/ork
more timber in a shorter time.
The movement of the lumber industry west-
ward indicates the progress in that direction of the centers
of forest resources. The logging of timber early became a
leading industry in New England, supplying local needs of
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the settlers and furnishino; the timber for the shipbuilding
industry, one of the important factors in the industrial life
of early New England. Heavy cutting, especially for fuel,
produced a local shortage in New England even before the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century, at least as far as the more
easily accessible timb.er was concerned.
The center of logging activities began to
move steadily westward about the middle of the nineteenth
century. New York becoming the principal source of lumber in
the fifties, Pennsylvania leading in the sixties and seven-
ties, Michigan in the eighties and V/isconsln and Minnesota
in the nineties, '^ite pine operations began in the Lake
States with a single savnnill in 1832, and the culmination
was reached in 1892 with a cut of nearly nine billion feet.
In 1918 the production of white pine in the Lake States had
dropped to the insignificant figure of one billion feet.
White pine was the main object of the
westward search. Agriculture, and later industrial centers,
followed the loggers westward, taking up a great deal of the
land from which timber had been removed. The forests of the
Lake States undoubtedly also contributed greatly to the de-
velopment of the great plains states through furnishing them
lumber needed for building via the great natural waterways
of the Lakes and the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.
After the depletion of the white pine re-
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gions of the north the loggers tiirned their attention to the
yellov; pine in the south. The southern industry began to
develop in the seventies of the last century, and during the
last decade of that century lumbering became one of the chief
industries there. The maximum output was probably about 1909,
but up to 1929 southern pine was the largest single species
produced in American sawmills, and a recent development has
again given impetus to the southern pine output. Since 1894
Pacific Coast stnd Rocky Mountain timber has been forcing its
v/ay increasingly into middle western and eastern markets, re-
placing the timber grown in nearby forests.
With the rapid expansion of the coijintry
and the consequent demand for lumber increasing, logging oper-
ations became an important factor in the growth of the na-
tion, and great mills were built, even more numerous and of
larger capacity than have ever been needed to supply the de-
mand, and the cream of the timber was soon being cut as
rapidly as possible, without regard to economical methods or
preservation of future supply. At present many forested
areas have been cut over tv/o or three times, and second and
third growth timber removed, with the result that the largest
stands of virgin timber remaining nov/ are located in the Pa-
cific Northwest territory and that stand is in good part soft-
wood, mainly Douglas Pir.
The natural forest areas of the United
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States are shown on a map, published by the Forest Service
of the United States Department of Agriculture.^ Prom this
map it is obvious that the eastern and southern areas are of
much greater extent than the western, and the Middle West
has practically no areas naturally sr.ited to forest growth*
In .connection with this map it is of in-
terest to note a suggested division of the country into










This table again points out decidedly that
the greater part of the land naturally suited to forests
lies in the eastern and southeastern parts of the United
States*
The growth of forests naturally is some-
what dependent on the conditions favoring such groY/th or the
reverse. Forests do not require the same type of land that
agriculture does, although naturally they will tlirive on bet-
1) Appendix A.
2) Henry S. Graves, in Van Else and Havemeyer, "Conservation
of our Natural Resources", McMillan Co*, 1930, Page 237*
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ter land. That is to say, it is possible to grov; trees on
slopes entirely unsuited for grov/ing crops, or in swampy
ground where other things couH not survive, or even on land
which is somewhat too dry for farming, since the roots of
the trees go deeper in the ground and are thus able to find
water. It is, however, estimated that trees can grow well
only v/here the rainfall averages not less than about eighteen
inches annually, ^ and it is easily seen by reference to the
Forest Service map showing the natural forest areas of the
2
United States that the forested areas follow very closely
those with rainfall in excess of that amount.
The government is conducting a forest
survey under authorization of the McSv/eeney-McWary Act of
1928, whose purpose is, "A comprehensive study of timber in-
ventory, forest growth and drain, timber requirements and
3
the value of forests in our social and economic structure.
This survey has been going on for eight years and is not yet
completed. It is, however, completed in three important re-
gions, the South, the Lake States and the Pacific Northv/est.
The survey consisted o'f field examinations, cruising and
mapping, and it is the intention to cover one-third of the
United States before finishing. Incidentally, the government
1) R. G. Carroll, "Shelterbelt”
,
Saturday Evening Post, Oc-
tober 5, 1935 (quoting Raphael Zon)
.
2) Appendix A.
3) Raymond D, Carver, "The Nation’s Timber Stand", American
Forests, February 1939.
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is also conducting an extensive mapping campaign "by means of
aerial photography. Many thousands of photographs are being
taken from aeroplanes, which are later joined together (elim-
inating some of the outer edges of each picture to avoid the
inevitable distortion as much as possible) to make a complete
map of a given section. of territory. This mapping is in the
most part for the benefit of the crop control activities of
the Federal government, but it should also prove of great
v/orth in studying the forests and planning conservation pro-
grams .
The survey under the McSv/eeney-McNary Act
is, in the opinion of Chief Forester F. A. Silcox,^ very en-
couraging, in that he believes it shows we have more forest
growth than we thought we had, and that there are now six
hundred thirty million acres in forest. His main point, how-
ever, in commenting on the survey, is that while we may not
need more areas in forests, we do need better forests - im-
proved growth, better types, and better care - and especi-
ally is this true in those regions where the depletion of
local timberlands has caused long and costly hauls to be
necessary for obtaining lumber. For instance, in the Lower
South although fifty-seven per cent (122,000,000 acres) of
the area remains forested (213,000,000 acres in Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoma)
1) Report of Chief Forester F. A. Silcox, for 1938, as re-
viewed in American Forests, Februai*y 1939.
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with vast pine forests and hardwoods, includinr; the impor-
tant naval stores, or turpentine groves, only six per cent
of this is old growth, eighty-six per cent being second
groT/th timber and eight per cent non-stocking lands. ^ The
encouraging factor in the South is, however, that after over
a century of continued use there remains as much as fifty-
seven per cent of the forested area and a total volime of
saw-timber amounting to 254,500,000,000 board feet, fifty-
2
six per cent of it pine and forty-four per cent hardwoods.
An analysis of the stands of wood used
in pulp and paper manufacturing is foLind in the "Copeland
Report . This analysis shows the large amount of mater-
ial the South has suited for this industry, as compared with
other possible sources (the South having over 760,000,000
cords as compared with 1,800,000,000 cords for all species
in all regions, or approximately 42.2 per cent of the total
stand of such timber in the United States). The pulp and
paper industry in the South appears to be a more permanent
institution than other types of logging enterprises. The
pulp mills require a larger expenditure for plant and equip-
ment, each plant costing from $1,000,000 up, and the total
1) Raymond D. Garver, Op. Cit. p. 17.
2) Ibid
3) Report on Senate Resolution No. 175, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Page 183.
'5- See Annendix B.
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investment in the South is estimated at o200,000,000 ^ -
making it impossible for the industry to get out and move
on to another location where timber is more plentiful*
There still remains, however, the problems of inadequate
growing stock, local over-cutting and lower quality of re-
growth timber. The South, being hard-pressed in recent
years and with a lessened acreage in cotton, it is not
feasible to try to restrict the cutting of southern pine
timber. It should be possible, however, to cut dov/n losses
of timber, and certainly efforts may be made to find new
uses for secondary or inferior species and for closer util-
ity of preferred species.
In this connection it is interesting to
note the recent developments v;ith regard to using southern
yellov/ pine for newsprint . It v/as at first believed pulp
for newsprint could come only from the lighter colored woods,
and the paper made from yellow pine became the basis for
mailing brovm paper bags, or similar containers, and the
kraft paper industry grew to considerable proportions.
The Forest Products Laboratory and the
government forest experiment stations have done a great deal
to further the growth of the pulpwood industry in the South.
The making of southern pulpwood into newsprint, book and
v/riting papers is, however, due in great part to the efforts
1) "Protecting Southern Pines", Business Week, February 7,
1939, Pages 24 and 27.
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of Dr. Charles Holmes Herty, formerly President of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, who conducted a five and one-half
year research to prove the southern yellow pine pulp could
be bleached and used for these purposes, and that it made as
good newsprint and other papers as other lighter-colored
v/oods did. ^ As a result of Dr. Herty’s discoveries, many
southern farmers whose cotton has failed them in recent years
have turned to their pine v/oodlots and, at the present price
2
of four dollars per cord, fo^jind a very remunerative crop.
An earlier, but an optimistic, view of
the situation of the southern pine forests is contained in a
3
publication of the Department of Commerce, that Department
being naturally more interested in the trees for their part
in the commerce of the nation, especially the export trade,
than in the conservation of the trees for future generations.
In this publication, “pitch pine“ (which
includes both long and short-leaf yellow pine and also some
other varieties such as slash and loblolly pines) is de-
scribed as one of America’s oldest industries, and its pro-
duction ranks first among America’s ninety commercial v/ood
species. In 1929 about 8,000 sawmills in the southern states
produced 11,625,385,000 feet, of which 821,000,000 feet went
1) “King Cotton Shares His Throne", Readers Digest, Novem-
ber 1937, Pages 65 to 67.
2) Ibid
3) U.S.Department of Commerce, “American Pitch Pine and Its
Uses", Trade Promotion Series No. 119, 1931.
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The natijiral extent of this forest was
throughout the south generally, the present old. -growth be-
ing mostly in a two-hundred-mile wide belt along the G-ulf
coast. The present standing pine timber is estimated in
this publication to be one hundred forty to one hundred
2
seventy billion board feet, including second-grov/th,
scattered timber and that in farm woodlots, and the present
annual growth of pine is about five billion board feet, al-
though the Forest Service estimated the growth could be in-
creased by intensive forestry methods to 9,500,000,000 feet.
The annual cut is about eleven billion feet, approximately
3
31.1 per cent of the lumber cut in the United States.
However, the drain, (although the south-
ern pine ,grov/s very rapidly, at the rate of about a cord
4.V
per acre per year*; in the south and in other regions as
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1) U.S. Department of Commerce No. 119, Op. Cit., Page 2
2) Ibid, Page 5
3) Ibid, Page 6
4) Readers Digest, November 1937, Op, Cit., Page 65.
5) Raymond D. Garver, Op.- Cit.,
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The government’s survey found the situa-
tion ,in the Lake States more critical than in the South,
mainly because nature did not do as good a job in restock-
ing the land in those states as it did in the more favorable
climatic conditions of the south. In the Lake States there
is a definite problem of tiding over the people and communi-
ties dependent on the lumber industry until there is answ
timber crop, and also some v/ay v/ill have to be found to re-
stock millions of acres of land not restocking natunally. In
these Lalre States there still remains a large amount of low-
grade material, for which use should be found.
The center of the lumbering Industry is
now in the Pacific Coast states. It is estimated this indus-
try supports directly or indirectly about one-half of the
people of the region. Of the timber used in the United States
at present, 30 per cent is contributed by the V/est Coast, 90
per cent of the shingles come from there and 23 per cent of
the pulpwood.^
Another estimate of the remaining forest
2 *-'
areas of the United States is found in the following table:
1) Raymond D. Garver, Op. Cit,
2) Nelson C. Brovm, ’’Timber Products and Industries”, John
V/iley & Sons, Inc., 1937, Page 28
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Southeast 191,739,000 Acres --38.7^
Pacific Coast 66,685,000 " - 13.5^
Central 64,249,000 " - 12.9%
Lake States 55,895,000 " - 11.1^
Northern Rockies 32,329,000 " - 6.6%
Southern Rockies 30,570,000 " - 6.5%
New England 27,273,000 " - 6.5%
Middle Atlantic 27.139,000 " - 5.4^^
Total . . 495,879,000 Acres -1.00%>
Of this total, 188,645,000 acres were saw-




The "Copeland Report" also gives an excel-
lent chart of the remaining saw-timber stand of the United
States by important woods, differentiating also betv/een





From Nelson C, Brown’s book the follow-
ing table is drawn, showing the normal consumption of forest
products by principal commodities (based on normal 1925 to
1) Nelson C, Brown, Op. Cit., Page 28
* - Appendix C
•
2) Ibid.
# - Appendix D.
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Hewed ties 633 4.4
Fence posts 629 4.3
Pulpwood 588 4.1
Mine timbers (round) 232 1.6
Veneer logs 231 1.6
Cooperage (slack) 162 1.1
Logs and bolts in manufacture 156 1.1











At the time of the "Capper Report" ^ the
forest situation (in 1920) was that, of 723,000 square rniHe
of forest, more than 126,000 classed as idle waste, about
383,000 culled or cut-over land, and about 214,000 remaining
'“f Appendix E.
1) U,S .Department of Agriculture, "Report on Senate Resolution
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virgin forest.
It is rather difficult to correlate all
these figures and reach very definite conclusions. The
figures themselves can, from the nature of the studies, only
be estimates, as obviously it would be Impossible to accur-
ately count every tree and every foot of lumber produced®
Hov/ever, they all tend to bear out the main ideas that con-
sumption of timber in the United States is not declining,
the annual cut is also not declining, and the growth of the
timber can not, at present, keep pace with its depletion.
Causes of Depletion
Waste in Lumberino: and Manufacturing
Wastefulness on the part of those engaged
in the cutting of timber and later v/orking the logs into
finished lumber and various wood products, may be blamed for
a great deal of the depletion of our forests over the last
century.
In early colonial days, as has been said
before, there was no incentive to save timber, and quite the
reverse was the usual procedure. It was even thought neces-
sary, at that time, to burn the trees in order to clear the
land. In other cases, trees were completely girdled and thus
killed, all in the effort to clear av/ay as quickly as nossi-
ble
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As to uses made of this timber: Of course
considerable timber v/as used in building shelters for the
colonists, and a great deal was also used for fuel. It is
doubtless true that many pioneer barns were built with wood
of species which are now very valuable, and no doubt much of
the wood burned in fireplaces and later in stoves was of a
type which could command a good premium in today’s niarket.
However, the v/aste of timber in these ways
probably is comparable to later waste only in the proportion
the total cutting at that tim*e bears to the much greater cut-
ting seen after logging began in earnest, v/ith large and num-
erous sawmills, and improved machinery and equipment both in-
side the mill and in the woods to help in carrying the forest
to the saws.
The waste begins at the very start of the
logging operation. The minute the tree is cut, part of it is
left as T/aste on the stump. Here is a fruitful place to start
saving wood - by seeing that stumps are cut no higher than
necessary. As I looked at the stumps left by a logging opera-
tion on an Upper Michigan farm, I tried to reason (knov/ing
nothing about logging) why they stood so high above the ground
three feet, four feet and more. Incidentally, two great
caterpillar tractors were clearing the land of stumps at the
time I happened to be there, and from seeing them "pulling
stumps” one gained a good idea of what a problem such obstruc-
rr
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tions must have presented to the early farmers who followed ^
after the loggers.) The only tv/o reasons for cutting the
stumps so high which occurred to me were :
(1) It was easier and quicker for the men to cut
at that height rather than "bending to reach
lower, or
(2) At the time the trees were cut the snow was
very deep on the ground - as is often the
case in Upper Michigan - and part of the
stump was actually under the snow.
However, it seems that in either case a
little effort could easily have added two or three feet onto
the length of the log cut from each stump. Such a saving,
multiplied "by millions of trees cut, would be very much v;orth-
while, not only for the logger but for the country as well,
making useful lumber from a part of the tree v;hich was for-
m.erly left to rot and be a nuisance to the farmer.
No doubt similar savings could be made on
the other end of the tree - the top. Here again more of the tree
could probably be utilized than was formerly made use of, and
the increasing value of timber as the supply/ is pushed into
more and more inaccessible regions, should make it profitable
to save as much of each tree cut as possible, instead of
leaving it in the forest in the form of "slash” to create,
in addition to the waste, a serious fire hazard.
As well as utilizing much of each indi-
vidual tree ctit, it should also be noted that considerable
waste formerly came about because trees not actually wanted
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- and not suited for the uses desired by the particular logging
company, were either cut or otherwise destroyed during the
logging operation. This happened especially to young trees,
not yet of merchantable size, and also to trees not of the
desired species. 'xVhite pine, for instance, for many years
was the most sought-after species, and in the loggers’ haste
to get out the pine many other trees of other species not then
wanted were destroyed.
After leaving the woods and reaching the
mill, there is still a great source and opportrjiity for
waste. Improving machineiy no doubt has helped make it possi-
ble to use more of each log received for its original pur-
pose. There has also been improvement in methods of using
some of the left-overs from sav/ing logs for certain other
products. Parts of the log v/hich could be sav/ed into lumber
were formerly discarded or used for fuel only. This former
waste is often utilized in manufacturing secondary products,
as posts, handles, and the like.
Of course there are other wastes in manu-
facturing and selling lumber. Some of it is inevitably
spoiled in processing, in transportation or in deterioration
vdiile stored. Perhaps some saving of timber could be ef-
fected at this stage, but it is not as clear-cut, or apparent,
as the losses in forest and sawmill.
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this waste of wood in harvestinc; is that only about one-
third of the trees cut in the woods are used. He divides
the items of wood losses in this way:^
Percentage of Total
Wood Volume vVasted
Items of Woods Losses:
Stumps 3.0
Top limbs and branches 12.5
Defective stems and those
shattered in felling 5.5
Miscellaneous, - as improper
lengths, transportation
losses, storage decay losses. 2.0 23.0
Items of Manufacturing Losses:
Bark 8.0
Sawing 10.0






It is curious to note just how closely
these tv/o estimates agree in placing the total loss between
the forest and the ultimate consnjrier at two-thirds of the
2
trees cut. The following is quoted from Stuart Chase:
"The Forest Service has prepared the
following balance sheet for 1928:
Per cent
Total Wood removed
Waste in the 'woods 25.
100.
Waste in the mill 12.
Decay in storage and service 20.
Miscellaneous v/astes 11. 68.
Total wood utilized.... 32.
"Of this loss, it is estimated that tv/enty-
five per cent is clearly preventable."
1) Nelson C. Brovm, "Timber Products and Industries’^'"^ John
Wiley Sc Sons, 1937, Page 16.
2) Stuart Chase, "Rich Land, Poor Land", McGraw-Hill, 1936, P.126.
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Loss by Fires
Fire is probably the largest soLirce of de-
pletion of the forests of the United States, excepting only
lumbering itself. It certainly is the largest "nat-'oral”
cause of destruction, in that it happens occasionally without
man’s help. Still it is. true that the fire menace comes
mainly v/ith the arrival of civilization. Carelessness while
logging, machinery used by the loggers, railroads and other
means of transporting the logs, and the men themselves, all
have been guilty of starting fires in the woods, and doubt-
less fires caused by such means vreatly exceed those from
natural causes.
It is not only the destruction of vast
areas of already matured timber which is the tragedy of the
forest fires - although that in itself would be a severe loss
and replaceabi e only by many growth years - but the greatest
tragedy is that the fire removes mature tress, young trees,
seedlings and even the covering on the floor of the forest,
making it almost impossible for any trees to survive or any
seeds remain to replace the burned trees. Fire quite often
occurs on ”cut-over” lands, after the loggers have moved on,
leaving behind them a trail of drying "slash” in v/hich a
fire is easily started. Such a fire removes all possibility
of the tract restocking itself naturally^ because it elimi-
nating all young trees, seeds and "seed trees" which may have
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escaped the loggers. In other words, fires destroy not only
the trees, but they wipe out seedlings, seed and even the
fertility of the soil itself, and even when trees are not en-
tirely destroyed, the fire stunts the growth of the tree, or
produces fire scars which in turn make the tree more likely
to become a victim of the attacks of insects or diseases.
Fortunately timber ov/ners are and have been
quite receptive to ideas of forest conservation through forest
fire control. Their interest lies mainly, of course, in the
merchantable timber still uncut, rather than in the cut-over
lands, but even so the timber owner is not likely to invite
fire on cut-over lands when they are anywhere in the vicinity
of his growing timber, and protection given to areas of stand-
ing timber is bound to result in fewer fires and less exten-
sive fires, not only in the well-timbered areas but also in
the cut-over or second-growth areas nearby.
During the five-year period from 1925 to
and including 1929, an average of forty-five million acres of
forest land was burned over annually, and in 1930 fifty-two
million acres were burned by some 191,000 individual fires
(something like ten per cent of the total forest area of the
United States either destroyed or seriously injured in one
,
1
year). It is also estimated that intensive fire protection
1) Nelson C. Brown, "Timber Products and Industries",
Op. Git., Page 16
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would bring 90 per cent of the southern pine to higher pro-
duction thaoi they have shovm since the forests were virgin.
^
Not the least of the losses by fire is
in the fact that Virhen the land burned over does manage to be-
come restocked v/ith trees, there is a definite loss in qual-
ity, for the better species tend to be replaced by less de-
sirable varieties.
With the enormous waste caused by fire go-
ing on year after year, it is eas3r to understand v/hy timber
land owners and loggers have not sympathized with conserva-
tionists who tr^- to persuade them to practice conservation
policies on their lands (by logging selectively, using greater
care in logging, and leaving some of the trees for "seed trees").
They argue that if as much public money was spent for forest
fire control as is spent for what the timber man considers
"new-fangled" or idealistic and academic forestry efforts, the
ultimate saving would be much more worth while, and would not
interfere with their private businesses.
The Forest Service of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture has done a great deal of work in con-
trolling forest fires, especially within the National Forests,
where they have reduced the loss from fires to about 0.11 per
cent in 1930. In lands receiving some sort of fire protection
the loss in that year was about 1.5 per cent, but in the forests
1) George P. Ahern, "Forest Bankruptcy in America", Green Lamp
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left unprotected nearly one-quarter of the entire area was
burned in one year.^ The efforts and effectiveness (in 1937)
of the Forest Service are shown in the following quotation
„ ,
2
from an article in the magazine, American Lumberman :
“New LoMf in Buirned Acreage for National Forests”
“V/ashington, D. C, Jan, 24, -- Increased effi-
ciency in fighting ’ fires resLilted in a new low record
for burned acreage in the 157 National forests during
1937, according to the Forest Service, TJ, S, Department
of Agriculture, v;hich administers the 173 million acres
of publicly ovmed forests lands,
“The 1937 burn per million acres was only 508
acres. The lowest previous record was 800 acres per
million. The highest recorded burn of any year v/as that
in 1910 when 25,642 acres per million went up in flames.
“Lightning caused many fires in 1937. Man-
caused fires comprised only 53 per cent of the total.
There were 11,586 fires reported on the National forests.”
The above article is only the record as re
gards the National forests, but may very well be taken as
somewhat representative, since the Forest Service assists in
detection and suppression of fires on private as v/ell as pub-
lic lands, although not perhaps to such a great degree as on
public lands. The comment regarding lightning as a perpetra-
tor of fires is interesting. Against fires caused by light-
ning, the only protection is quick detection and efficient
extinguidi ing of such blazes. The time element is the most
important in saving damage after a fire starts from any cause
1) George P. Ahern, Op. Git., Page 20,
2) “American Lumberman”, January 29, 1938, Page 58.
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As to methods of detecting and reporting forest fires quickly,
the usual ways are:^
"1. Lookout men stationed at high elevations on •
towers, cabins, platforms, or rocky points
connected with the nearest permanent commun-
ity or ranger station by telephone. A defi-
nite system of primary and secondary lookout
stations has provided excelle nt protection in
our Nat ional_ Forests, National Parks, and many
of our State Forests. Great advances have
been made in the development of the Osborne
forest fire finder, telescopes and maps, etc.,
to aid in the location of fires as they are
observed.
'*2. Patrol by guards, wardens, and other forest
workers along forest roads and trails and ^ on
logging operations in regions of serious fire
hazard.
”3. Public volunteer reporter system, as railroad
train men, motorists, hunters, fishermen, and
vacationists, who have frequently been of great
assistance in reporting fires to responsib]©
authorities.
"4. Airplanes have been occasionally used in east-
ern Canada and in many sections of the. West.”
In efforts to reduce the loss from fire
education of the general public would seem to have great
possibilities, especially with the increasing use of our
forests for recreational purposes. The more people in the
forests, the more likelihood of fires, but if the forest
visitors know of the dangers, and their interest in pre-
venting fires has been aroused, the danger is minimized to
an extent that avoidable fires are less likely to occur and
such fires as do occur v;ill be reported quickly.
1) F. Moon and N. C. Brovm, "Elements of Forestry", Jolm
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Other Sources of DaTriap;e
Sone appreciable damage to forests comes
through the "elements” - windstorm damage, or "blow-dov/ns"
,
and damage from ice and frost. The ice and frost damage in
in colder climates occurs when conditions vary from the usual,
perhaps due to coating of the lim.bs and trunks of the trees
with ice, and consequent breaking off of parts of the tree.
Unaccustomed cold Y/ill of course kill trees or severely injure
them, but this is one of the minor causes of damage.
Ordinary high winds damage forests to some
extent very frequently, and this happens especially after the
removal of part of the forest area has exposed other sections,
or it is also likely to happen to a greater degree in those
areas where there is a larger percentage of the trees of ma-
ture grov;th. The mature trees in any stand of timber shouM
be cut for the good of the forest, not only to save the mature
timber itself (since after maturity the tree deteriorates and
is more subject to blow-dovm and to other damage), but also to
give the grov/ing timber a better chance.
V/hile on the subject of timber destroyed by
the winds, some mention should be made of the damage done by
a hurricane, especially when the hurricane strikes across a
part of the country v;here it is seldom seen. Had this paper
been v/ritten a year ago, very little space might have been used,
but on September 21, '1938, New England, a section of the United
States lying far from the usual hurricane zone, and lying as it
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does in one of the great original forest areas of the Nation,
suffered a severe loss to its remaining forest cover. The dam-
age can not be adequately estimated, and perhaps v/ill never be
knovm exactly, for it is not only the actual loss of the timber
but the fact the loss occurred in places where it could do the
most' harm. On the other hand, the loss was general, and may be
the means of awakening a large number of people to the value
and usefulness of trees - people who otherwise wouM have re-
mained indifferent to the v/hole problem of the forest.
The loss in New England v/ill be even greater
than might otherwise have been the case, for the liumber indus-
try has long since moved on from this district, and with it the
equipment necessary for salvaging so much timber. The trees
must be salvaged before the middle of next suimner if it is to
be saved at all, for "blovz-down'’ timber soon deteriorates by
drying out and becoming subject to attacks of Insects or fungi.
In addition to the loss of the trees ac-
tually throv/n over, if something is not done promptly to clean
up the woods in the hurrlcane-striken areas, there v/ill be addi
tional losses of trees still standing, due to increased fire
hazards from ground littered with the fallen trees, and the
hurricane-created equivalent of "slash” will hinder the fight
against tree diseases and pests.
The government is doing what it can to help
in this emergency v/ork of cleaning up the forests of New Eng-
land, and the work has already begun in many localities.
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Projects are under way to receive the logs from their owners,
paying for them at reasonable rates, and storing them in ponds
where they v/ill keep for some time, until some way can be
found for processing them into lumber. The government is also
helping directly in cleaning up the brush and parts of trees
which are of no use, and at present is doing that especially
along highways, within fifty feet of the highway, in order to
reduce the immediate fire hazards. $15,000,000 was obtained
from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to finance this
emergency salvage v/ork. It is estimated about a billion feet
of logs were brought to the ground by the hurricane, and the
government hopes to salvage it at the rate of forty million
feet of lumber each v/eek, and is employing in this work twenty-
tv/o thousand people in this huge lumbering operation.^
Insect and Disease Ravages
Another menace which seems to be increasing
in proportion to the increasing population in forested areas,
and increaring in Inverse proportion to the number of trees
growing, is that of Insect pests and tree diseases.
Losses from forest insects alone are esti-
mated by one writer to be greater than losses from fires,
2
amounting to $62,500,000 annually. Losses from this source
are impossible to estimate v/ith any degree of accuracy, and
perhaps the estimator has more justification for such a state-
ment than might at first seem apparent. Only an entomologist
1) Editorial, "Men and Trees”, Boston Daily Globe, February 20, 1939.
2) E. P. Felt, "Manual of Tree and Shrub Insects", Page 178, 1924.
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could accurately list the insects v/hich attack trees, but it
is sufficient to say they are quite numerous both in specie
and in actual numbers.
Direct control or remedial measures are
not very practicable under present conditions, especially in
the case of privately ov/ned forests. On public lands and in
National Forests the Forest Service could doubtless control
insect pests to a considerable degree, but it is impossible to
persuade each and every private ov/ner to undertake control
measures, and those who are willing necessarily have to suf-
fer damage caused by the refusal of others. Bird life is ap-
parently a more or less effective control against this type
of damage, and efforts looking toward the conservation and
protection of wild birds should result to the advantage of
every timber owner, since it has been noted marked decreases
in the numbers of birds seem to have been followed by in-
creases of insect depredations.
Control of insect pests is another good
reason for the lumberman disposing of slash after his oper-
ations, for in addition to increasing the danger from fires,
abundant slash is a favorable breeding ground for destruc-
tive bark beetles. Therefore Improvements in the methods of
lumbering in order to reduce the amount of slash remaining
after completion of logging should help considerably against
insect depredations, not only by eliminating possible breed-
ing grounds, but also by lessening the extent of burned-over
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areas, vmich have also been found subject to invasion by in-
sects.
The forest ov/ner or the logcrer can also
help in another way to control insect pests, since in reduc-
ing the proportion of trees of certain species lies great
assistance in the control of certain types of pests. For
example, a reduction in the proportion of balsam to other
species would help reduce the spruce bud-v/orm menace, and
the gipsy moth thrives on oak, birch, v/illow and so forth,
but cannot live on maple, pine and spmice. Healthy, rapidly
growing trees are less subject to attack by insects than are
mature trees, or weakened trees, and if o'jvners and loggers
would cut trees when they reach their prime or shortly there-
after, and rem.ove sickly and dying trees and fire-damaged
trees, the situation v/ith regard to insects would improve
considerably. It is also a fact that cutting trees in winter
helps, since trees felled in summer attract bark beetles. Ihe
cutting out of infested trees v^rherever possible is also an
effective method of control.
Another loss to the forests which can not
be adequately estimated comes from the ravages of tree dis-
eases, such as the white pine blister rust, the chestnut
blight, and the dread Dutch Elm Disease, about v/hich so much
has been written recently.
The white pine bl:' ster rust, although only
one of these tree diseases, is one which has taken heavy toll
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of one of the more desirable and valuable species of trees
the white pine, found in the northern part of the United
States. This disease is harbored on shrubs such as currant
gooseberry and v/ild blackberry bushes. There has been much
agitation for the elimination of these bushes in order to
save the pine trees, and both the Federal and state govern-
ments have tried by quarantining certain districts and by
actually destroying such shrubs within the quarantined dis-
tricts, to eradicate the disease#
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Early Agitation for Conservation
The earliest agitation for conservation
of timber came in connection v/lth trees of value for ship-
building, especially for masts and other parts of ships for
the Navy. The reason for this is that the ’’shortage" was
first noticed in this type of timber in locations accessible
to the shipbuilding communities of the eastern part of the
United States. In the early days transportation had not de-
veloped to an extent v^hereby trees could be brought from
hundreds of miles inland for use as masts, since a mast re-
quired not only a tree of strength and good v/earing quality,
but also one of considerable size.
Vvhen it became apparent that "live oak"
and other timber used in the vitally important industry of
shipbuilding was not going to be abundant along the seacoast
always, concern v/as felt, and as early as 1691, v/hen Massa-
chusetts was granted its charter from England, provision was
made for reserving to the Crown, for the use of the Royal
Navy, all trees of adequate size.^
AlthoLigh the action of the Crovm in with-
holding these trees from the use of the colonists was not at
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all popular, still, after the Revolutionary War had elim-
inated the Crown from consideration, the colonists volun-
tarily recognized the value of the principle, and in 1783
enacted the “Massachusetts Act of 1783" ^ which gave the
legislature pov/er to license the cutting of trees of a cer-
tain size on the public lands - the old idea in a nev/ guise.
Legislative Efforts of the Federal Government
Along the same line, after the Revolu-
tion, there v/as still concern lest too many of these trees
be shipped abroad, and the nev/ nation be left with an inade-
quate supply for her ov/n ships.
To help preserve the "live oal:" species
of tree for the use of the navy in building their ships
Congress passed an Act (on February 25, 1799) for the pur-
chase of such timber for naval purposes, and in 1817 an Act
was passed reserving certain public lands to supply naval
timber, v/ith further acts in 1822 and 1827 looking to the
same object, and imder these Acts, in 1825, President John
Quincy Adams was instrumental in setting aside thirty thous-
and acres of live oak in the vicinity of Pensacola, Florida,
2
as a reserve for the Navy. Even in that early day Pensacola
v/as recognized as an ideal place for a navy base, and nearby
were found the supplies of live oak so essential to a navy in
1) Jenks Cameron, "Governmental Forest Control in the United
States," Johns Hopkins Press, 1928, Page 27,
2) Stuart Chase, "Rich Land, Poor Land", McGraw-Hill, 1936,
Page 127,
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in the days of sails and wooden ships, even v/arships being
of wood. President Adains * efforts in this direction were,
however, somewhat in vain, for the Act setting aside this
timber was soon overridden by a later president, Andrevv Jack-
son. In connection with this live oak and the Pensacola re-
serve, Cameron ^ even believes it may have been the known
reserves of this type of timber which influenced the purchase
of the territory of Florida, and it is certain that Mr. Adams
in 1819, at the time he was Secretary of State and the pur-
chase v/as being contemplated, probably Imew of the resources
of live oak existing there.
2
In 1831 an Act v/as passed providing for
punishment of those caught cutting, destroying or removing
live oak or other timber needed for naval purposes - legis-
lation against trespass on public lands. Another act, dated
March 2, 1833, was enacted to prevent the exportation of live
oak.
However, while there was this agitation
for conservation of naval timber, and there has long been a
portion of the people of the United States fearful of a gen-
eral "timber famine” of all types of trees, the p-reat major-
ity of the populace has shown little or no interest at all in
the diminishing forest, or has been misled into thinking that
the timber resoiu?ces of the coiontry are inexhaustible. It is
1) Jenlcs Cameron, Op. Cit., Page 37.
2) Ibid, Page 59.
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this theory of the inexhaustibility of our forest resources
v;hich has probably caused the greatest portion of the waste
of timber, since it was considered more of a nuisance than a
blessing, and why should one save something which is not only
in the v;ay, but which apparently would remain in the way for-
ever? Besides, ''forever" to most people means their lifetime,
and fev^ people are interested in anything beyond the span of
their own probable life.
Congress has very frequently reflected the
concern of a portion of the people for the diminishing for-
ests, and has provided for numerous studies of the forest
situation, and has also enacted many acts looking tov;ard con-
servation of the forest resources of the country. Most of
such legislation has of necessity been confined to the re-
maining public domain, however, and it came too late to be
of much value to the greater part of the forests, since they
had already passed into private control before the Federal
Governm.ent became conscious of the fact that 1 1 had in
its control one of the most valuable resoijirces of the na-
tion which should be preserved for the use of future gener-
ations instead of being given liberally to anyone v;ho asked.
Between the years 1799 and 1831, there-
fore, Congress enacted laws to insure supplies of live oak.
After 1850 brou(;^ht revolutionary changes in the lumber in-
dustry and caused impetus in depletion of the forest in gen-
eral, there was some increase in Interest in movements for
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conservation. One of the early efforts v/as the inaugixration
of "arbor days" devoted to the planting of trees. These
"tree planting" efforts began with certain residents of Mis-
soTiri in 1830, but the first such "Arbor Day" was declared
in 1873 by the Governor of the State of Nebraska. At approx-
imately the same time •(1872) another state took the initia-
tive in encouraging tree planting by way of relief from taxa-
tion, when Maine passed a lav; exempting from taxation for
tv/enty years all land planted with trees
The government's interest v;as meanv;hile
keeping pace v;ith that of individuals. In 1876 a special
agent was appointed in the Department of Agriculture to study
the situation and as early as 1879 a Public Lands Comnission
was established to study the entire public land question.
This Coimnission recommended v;ithdrav;al of timber lands from
sale or other disposal by the government. Not much action
seems to have been taken on their recomiaendation, hov/ever,'
for dLU*ing the next few years the government continued to
grant lands liberally. Hov;ever, it was a beginning. In
1881 the Division of Forestry was organized to study condi-
tions in the forest, and in 1891 the "Forest Reserve Act",
in the form of a rider to another bill, was passed by Con-
gress. Although this latter v/as a general land measure, it
benefited the forests considerably in that it was possible
for the President to create fifteen forest reservations.
1) F, Moon and N. C. Brovm, "Elements of Forestry", John
Wiley & Sons, N. Y., 1937, Page 18.
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totaling tv/enty thousand square miles, from the remaining
public domain, beginning with one adjoining the present Yel-
„ 1 and 2,lov/stone National Park,
In 1897 President Cleveland proclaimed
twenty million acres nev; reserves, and this was the begin-
ning of the National Forests. The whole forestry program
was put under the charge of the Secretary of the Interior,
but in 1905 the forests were transferred back to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the Forest Service was created to
take charge of them.
Some of the more imnortant acts passed
in connection with this problem of forests, and reports made
on forests since the beginning of the Forest Service are:
1, An early report on the ovmership of
timber was made by the Bureau of Corporations in 1910, This
early report \7as frequently quoted in the later report known
as the "Capper Report" made in 1920, The main comment of
the "Capper Report" on this 1910 report is that the ov/nership
of timber did not differ greatly in 1920 from that found by
the inquiry of 1910, v/hen one-half was ovmed by approximately
two hundred fifty large companies, one-fifth by the govern-
ment and the remainder by various smaller Interests and by
individuals
,
1) Robert S, Yard, "Our Federal Lands", Scribner, 1928, P, 110-112,
2) TT.s .Department of Agriculture, Division of Forestry, "Report
on Senate Resolution No, 311", June 1, 1920, Pages 13-15,
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2 , The Weeks Act, passed by Congress
February 11, 1911.
This act appropriated ;;i;2, 000,000 a year
until 1915 for the purchase of lands in the 'White Mountains
and the southern Appalachians. This act also had to do with
the co-operation of the states with each other and v/’ith the
national government to practice forestry with a view to pro-
tecting the watersheds of navigable streams.
In March, 1911, Congress passed another
act in furtherance of this "Weeks Act", this later act es-
tablishing a National Forest Reserves Commission to author-
ize purchase of lands under the act.
At about the same time an act was passed
authorizing the establishment of the Forest Products Labor-
atory, at Madison, Wisconsin, which was to take an important
place in conservation efforts in the United States.
5
>
The "Capper Report", mentioned above,
otherv/ise known as a "Report on Senate Resolution No. 311",
introduced by Senator Capper in the 66th Congress, 2nd Ses-
Sion, passed by the Senate February 21, 1920, and approved
June 1, 1920.
This report required the Secretary of
Agriculture to make a report on these subjects:
a. Depletion of timber
b. The then high prices of lumber
c. Whether exports jeopardize the
domestic industry
d. Concentration of ownership and
effect on the public v/elfare.
''
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The Report is dated June 1, 1920 and is
a considerable effort, principally the work of Assistant
Forester Earl H. Clapp, supervised by Forester W. B. G-reeley.
It investigates each representative industry using wood -
railroad ties, farms, building material, furniture, veneer,
handles, vehicles, implements, newspaper, etc., and concludes
there lias been a shortage of lumber before that time, also
that the rapidly rising prices had reached the highest points
1
ever kno?m for lumber. This investigation also showed that
the peak expansion of the lumber industry came in 1906, and
also that the greatest period of exploitation had lasted only





The Clarke-McNary Act, passed June 7,
1924, was introduced by Senator Charles L. McKary of Oregon
and Representative John D. Clark of New York.
This Act contained provisions for fores-
try research, and also had a section devoted to fire protec-
tion, with an appropriation of ^2,500,000 for Federal Govern-
ment co-operation v/ith states and private ov/ners in the
prevention of forest fires on lands other than those within
I
the boundaries of the national forests. In fact, this Act
was of most value in bringing the forest fire situation to the
1) U.S. Department of Agriculture, Op, Cit.
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to the attention of all interested in the forests and in in-
stituting the policy of governmental co-operation v/ith pri-
vate ovmers in suppressing fires. The Clarke-McNa 2?y Act is
essentially, however, a continuation and expansion of the
policies of the Weeks Act of 1911, much broadened in scope.
This Act also made legal the purchase of areas for conserva-
tion of the forests on such lands, rather than stating that
such purchases were only for the protection of the v/aters of
navigable streams,
5, To carry out the intentions of the
Weeks Act and the Clarke-McNary Act, there v/as passed in
April 1928 the "Woodruff-McNary Act" authorizing appropria-
tions of money,
6, The MeSweeney-MeNary Act of May 22,1928,
This is the Act which instituted a ten-year
study of the forest situation. It authorized the study of
forest taxation and an exhaustive "Forest Taxation Inquiry"
was carried on under the direction of tte Division of For-
estry, Denartment of Agriculture,^
7, The Forest Taj-cation Inquiry made re-
ports of its progress from time to time. These various "Pro-
gress Reports" took up the taxation phase of conservation,
with relation to different states and localities. The pref-
ace of the eighteenth Progress Report sets forth the opinion
1) U. S, Department of Agriculture, Division of Forestry,
"Progress Reports of the Forest Taxation Inquiry,"
March 1928 to November 1930, and Miscellaneous Publi-
cation No, 218, "Forest Tajcation in the United States",
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that the property tax system, to v/hich the Inquiry foimd most
privately owned forests are subject, is a serious obstacle in
in the way of progressive forest management. This Inquiry
made it clear that something would have to be done about this
present method of taxing forests in the case of restocking or
growing timber at least, or the government would find itself
becoming possessed, tlirough the tax delinquency route, of many
lands completely denuded of their timber cover and v/ithout
1
the conditions needful for regrowth of the forests.
8« The "Copeland Report", March 30, 1933
This report, made by the Forest Service
in 1933, besides reviewing conditions sets forth a program
for restoring forest resources, largely by means of public
acquisition. The recommended region for acquisition is the
Pacific Northv/est, v/here the remaining stands of virgin tim-
ber are largely located. The belief is expressed in this re-
port that two hundred twenty-four million acres of land v/ill
eventually come back to the government through tax delinquency,
or, in other words, tlirough the operation of economic factors.
This does not appear to be a great help toward forest conserva-
tion, hov/ever, since by the time the economic factors have
operated the land is completely denuded of timber and prob-
ably ruined for regrowth of forests for many years to come,
or perhaps forever through erosion, overgrazing or non-stocking
1) Forest Taxation Inquiry, Op. Git.
2) U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Report on Senate Resolu-
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with seedlin,e;s . The government can not v/ait for this method
of acquiring forest lands, but will have to purchase the lands
for forest reserves while there is still some timber left
upon which to base a forest development program. Although
public acquisition and development of forests plays a large
part in the Copeland Report, it is recognized that great areas
of the most productive and most accessible forest lands v/ill
remain in private ownership.
No adequate survey had ever before been
attempted to obtain data on stands of timber, its quality,
rate of grov/th and extent of depletion, nor on the various
methods of taxation and their effect on the future supply of
timber. In fact, some of the forests have never even been
cruised, and even in those cruised, estimates made by differ-
ent men, at different periods of time and by different
methods, can not accurately picture the actual situation.
The Capper Report was the first attempt to m.ake an approxi-
mate estimate of the remaining forest resources of the United
States, but it can not be considered entirely reliable be-
cause of the inaccuracies of estimates and the impossibility
of getting any estimates from private owners which may be re-
lied upon.
At the present time, however, the Govern-
ment is and has been undertaking a very ambitious survey of
our forest resources. It has been going forward now for over
eight years, under authorization of the McSv/eeney-McNary Act
?*•
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of 1928, and the present phase is in the nature of a general
‘'inventory'', with actual field examinations, cruising and
manping of about one-third of the area of the United States.
The "Timber Survey" has now been completed in three most im-
portant regions, the South, the Lake States and the Pacific
Northv/est, and v/hen fully completed should serve as a fine
basis for future forestry legislation v/ith regard to both
nationally-owned timber and private timberlands.
10
»
The "Lumber Code" of the National
Industrial Recovery Act*
President Roosevelt has long been inter-
ested in forestry and its problems, and it is only natural,
therefore, that some thought of conservation should be in
mind in connection with the formulation of the "Code" for
the Lumber Industry. In the Lumber Code an article v/as in-
serted (Article X) providing for "selective logging" by
lumbermen operating under the Code, in addition to the usual
provisions of codes as to v/ages, hours of work, fair compe-
tition, and so forth. "Selective logging" (or cutting only
mature trees, leaving the rest, including young trees and
trees not immediately needed as a basis for a new crop) has
long been an objective of the conservationists, but this was
the first attempt to force such practice on private loggers
throughout the nation by action of the Federal G-overnment.
1) Raymond D. Carver, "The Nation’s Timber Stand", Ameri-
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The Code was approved by the President in AuP!:iist 1933, and
thereafter much discussion v;as had and many conferences held,
on the actual rules to be formulated under Article X. In Oc-
tober 1933 a conference was held at Washington between repre-
sentatives of the industry and public representatives for
drafting a proposed conservation program, and during Novem-
ber and December the proposed program was reviewed by re-
gional divisions of the lumber industry. In January 1934 a
second conference was held at Washington, which drafted a
specific program and recommended it to the Lumber Code Au-
thority and to the Secretary of Agriculture, and these
recommendations were also submitted to the Regional Divisions
of the Lumber Code Authority to be analyzed and reported on
in the light of local regional conditions. The main proposals
for placing the Forest Industries on the road tov/ard conserva-
tion by virtue of the Code provisions were:
Ry the Industry :
(1) Adoption of logging methods to preserve,
during logging operations, immature trees for future grov/th.
(2) Acceptance of standards of selective, or
partial, cutting of merchantable timber to assure sustained
industrial operation (cutting only the more mature timber
each time the land is logged).
(3) Fire prevention during lumbering opera-
tions and enlargement of co-operative fire protective systems.
(4) Inclusion of farm woodlands in action of
Conservation Code
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By Public Ardencies t
(1) Adequate co-operation by states and
Federal Government in fire, insect and disease protection
(Federal Government to meet fifty per cent of fire pro-
tection cost )
o
(2) Increased acquisition by both state and
Federal governments of forest lands for public forests,
(3) Reform of taxing methods,
(4) Continuance of forest research.
(5) Creation of a fund to malce loans to fur-
ther permanent forest management.
As to the selective logging feature, the
Code left a "loophole'' in that regional conditions v/ere to
govern the practice. The Forest Service recommendation on
selective logging is leaving ten per cent to thirty per cent
of the merchantable timber at each logging operation (the
timber left will naturally be trees of intermediate size
v/hich are marginal for profitable removal).
Incidentally, the October 1933 confer-
ence also approved a program looking toward the eventual pur
chase of two hundred twenty-five million acres of timber
land, (v/hich is in line v/ith the idea expressed in the "Cope
land Report" of what should be acquired),
A Supplement - "C" - to the Lumber Code
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merit contained the basic rules for the country as a whole in
carrying out the provisions of Article X, The woods prac-
tices as formulated were to be effective as of June 1, 1934,
and the practices v/ere to have been obligatory upon all per-
sons subject to the jurisdiction of the Lumber Code. Each
local Regional Division was to lay down the r^ales and regu-
lations governing in that region, and the rules v/ere to be
administered and enforced through the Lumber Code Authority.
As an inducement to individual producers under the Code an
Amendment (to Article VIII) was made to allow an increase by
ten per cent in the production allotments to a producer v/hose
rav/ material came from forest lands under sustained, yield
management
.
Of course the whole scheme failed, in com-
mon with the failure of all the "Codes" when they v/ere de-
clared unconstitutional, but it is of much interest to look
back upon, as detailing the ideas of those most interested
in conservation, and also as the ideas of certain people as
to what the government should do. It may be looked upon as
at best a premature, if not totally unhappy, attempt to force
conservation on an industry not yet ready to accept such
practices. It is also ujifortunate that the experiment should
have been made v/hen it was - at the lowest ebb of the indus-
try since it first started its phenomenal growth in the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century. Governmental control is not
popular in any industry, regardless of whether it v/ould be to
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their eventual advantage or not, and just hov/ much, of a
"set-back” the attempt to force conservation principles on
the industry has been to the ultimate adoption of those
principles through education and experiment by the industry,
rem.ains to be seen.
Conservation by the States
The states have already talcen an active
part in conservation through state forests and nurseries.
According to the "Copeland Report" ^ there were about four
and one-half million acres of land in state forests, and
states have been steadily absorbing tax delinquent forest
and sub-marginal agricultural lands into the state forests.
According to the same report tv/enty-nine out of the forty-
eight states have laws whereby tax delinquent lands revert
to counties, and in county, municipal and town forests there
are about one million acres of land. In 1932 about ^1,650,000
2
was spent by political subdivisions on forestry.
However, perhaps the greatest contribution
of states and local units of government toward conservation
is in their education programs, through schools, "arbor days"
and extension v;ork providing information for individuals in-
terested in forestry.
1) U,S, Department of Agriculture, March 30, 1933, Op, Cit, P,6
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Conservation by Private Institutions and
By Individuals
There are many private agencies devoted to
the cause of conservation, "tree societies" and organizations
such as the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire For-
ests, and the American Forestry Association, the latter pub-
lishers of the "American Forests" magazine. There have also
been several schools of forestry established in colleges and
universities, and although the greater number of these
schools are attached to state colleges or unversities, it is
significant that the graduate schools of forestry are found
in such institutions as Harvard, Yale and Dnice Universities.
These schools are also active in research work. Harvard oper-
ating in connection v/ith its school a forest at Petersham,
Massachusetts, and the famous ArnoU Arboretum near Boston.
A few private corporations have been con-
vinced of the value of practicing good forestry methods in
cutting lumber, but there is much room for improvements.
Reference might be made to the following chart, taken from
the "Copeland Report":
1) U.S. Department of Agriculture, March 30, 1933, Op. Clt.,
Page 13.
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Prlvate land cut over




over with care for
future yields
(135,000 acres)
Of the individuals practicing forestry there
are very few. One excellent example is, however, the forest
ovmed by President Roosevelt at Hyde Park, New York, where he
has grovm timber under approved forestry methods for many years,
and v/here cutting is done to improve the stands and with re-
1
^ard to future yield.
An interesting comparison of expenditures
2
for conservation is found in a chart m.ade up by the Fores-
try bervice. The chart shows the largest expenditures to be
those for National Forests and for fire protection, by the
government. These tv/o items shouHd be given prior considera—
in any well-planned conservation program, as v/ell as by the
Government
.
1) Ray F. Bov/er, ’’The President’s Forest”, American Forests,
January 1934.
2 ) Appendix F*
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THE NEED FOR CONSERVATION IN THE UNITED STATES
Much has already been v/ritten in this pa-
per about the depletion of timber at present, as compared
v/ith the original forests of the region. Some of the main
factors touched upon have been the growth of the lumbering
industry, the increase in the demand for v/ood and in the num'
her of mills supplying it, together with improvements in
machinery and equipment to make the working of timber into
lumber a faster process. Reference might again be made to
the table of conditions in 1650 and in 1930 " before passing
on to a study of the results of this depletion of the for-
ests.
Widespread Results of Destruction
of the Forest Cover
Floods
:
One of the first results thought of in
connection with the denuding of the forests, is the increase
in the number and the destructive ability of floods. Before
the coming of white man to this continent floods were not un-
known, but they were not destructive in the sense they are to-
day, for more than one reason. In the first place, at that
time men had not built great cities, as well as small towns
and farmsteads, along the banks of rivers, and had not con-
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structed miles of levees in an effort to prevent the river
from overflowing on their lands and streets. V/hen the river
did overflov/ it covered certain natural flat drainage basins
or swamps and no harm v;as done. Hov/ever, in man’s greedi-
ness for land lies part of the blame for destructive floods,
since men encroached on the rivers' natural overflow basins,
building levees higher and higher as time went on, and nearer
and nearer the actual channel of the river. In this way they
left the river no room to expand when the spring rains and
melting snow had to find its way to the ocean.
This much of the flood damage cannot be
laid at the door of the denuding of the forests, but the de-
nuding of the forests, and man's greediness for all the lum-
ber to be had in the quickest and most profitable manner, did
have the effect of taking av/ay the natural holding-back of
part of the spring flood v/aters. Trees, with their roots go-
ing deep into the soil, have a tendency to store up water
and prevent its running off so quickly. With the forest cover
intact the snows do not melt as quickly v^ithin the forests as
is the case after the trees are removed, and that alone in-
creases the amount of v/ater to come dov/n the watersheds at
one time during the spring breakup.
The increase in the waters coming down the
rivers and streams of the country and in consequent overflow-
ing the streams and doing great damage along their courses, is
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not the only destruction due directly to the cutting off of
the trees and the release of the waters thereby. The water
thus released, hurries down to the ocean and mingles with
the salt water. It is then of no use to man either to irri-
gate his grov/ing crops, to provide him with water power and
electricity from such water pov/er, or to replace the drain
on undergromd water so essential to plant life and as a
source of water supply for men.
Erosion ;
However, the rapid running- off of the
waters causes an even more insidious loss, that of the soil
itself, and above all, it is a loss of the top-soil, the
most productive of all. It is estimated that top-soil ac-
cumulates under natural conditions at the rate of one inch
1
every five hundred to one thousand years, but it is per-
fectly possible for that inch to nun off in a very short
time once the process of erosion has been started.
Of course not all erosion by v/ater can
be laid to the cutting off of the forests, because some of
it is caused by the destruction of grass and other small
natural cover on lands where trees were not the natural
growth. It is generally conceded, however, that the de-
nuding of the forests has had a decided effect on erosion,
especially where the -soil disappearing is that on slopes.
1) Stuart Chase, "Rich Land, Poor Land", McGraw-Hill,
1936, Page 19.
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After the trees were cut, much of the land was turned into
a.^rlcultural land, v/ith little thought, and little know-
ledge, of its suitability. Many farmers took up land on
fairly steep slopes, where trees growing abundantly would
seem to attest to a considerable degree of fertility. How-
ever, v/hat the farmer did not expect was the fact that his
tilled fields would not hold moisture as the deeper roots of
the trees did, and the very fact that he made furrov/s, some-
times the furrow running up and down the slope, tended to
help the running off of water and v/ith it went part of his
soil. To quote Chapman, "The most serious and widespread
erosion is due to bad agricultural practice, and the most
1
practical cure is the reforestation of the eroding lands."
The run-off accoimts to a considerable
extent for the color of streams, some rivers formerly run-
ning clear most of the time now being clouded with mud
brought from the uplands. Soon the land from which this soil
has been taken loses much of its fertility, and the farmer
is no longer able to grow profitable crops on it. The re-
sult is that land v/hich in its natural state was good land,
and would have produced a fine new crop of trees had it been
permitted to remain forest land and been restocked v/ith trees,
m.ade very poor, marginal or submarginal farm land, soon lost
its value even for the growing of trees, and v/as abandoned.
1) H. H. Chapman, "Forest Management", J. B, Lyon Company,
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with taxes unpaid.
An estimate of the dama^'^e done by water
erosion is very difficult. One estimate places it at one
hundred million acres of formerly cultivated land ruined and
the productive top soil washed from one hundred and twenty-
' 1
five million acres more, and it is estimated also that the
Mississippi River alone has carried down and dumped into the
2
ocean approximately four hundred million tons of solid earth.
Or, to quote Chapman again, "The influence of suspended soil
on floods is extreme. It is possible for rushing water to
carry 60 per cent of its volume in the form of silt with cor-
responding rise in the height of the flood level and filling
up of the natural channel. \Mien soil is worn by cropping
it is possible to restore its fertility by adding the ele-
ments which have been removed, that is, the valuable plant
foods of phosphates, potassium and nitrogen, but when the
soil has been washed av/ay there is nothing v;hich can be done
to restore fertility except wait for nature to do it, and, as
seen above, that will take many centuries.
Erosion may also occur by the top-soil,
having no security in the v/ay of roots of trees, shrubs or
grasses, literally blowing away, V/ind erosion is more com-
mon in districts where the original cover was grass rather
than forest, although the removal of what trees there were
1) Stuart Chase, Op, Cit, Page 37,
2) Ibid
3) H. H. Chapman, Op. Cit., Page 42
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in the region doubtless helped the loss of moisture and con-
sequent loss of anchorage by roots of growing plants and trees
in the ground. The "dust storms" we have heard so much about
in the last few years may be attributed directly to wind ero-
sion in areas which have lost their natural growing cover,
either grass, bushes or trees themselves. The "dust storms"
as v;ell as the running waters remove the most valuable part
of the soil, the top-soil, and carry it many miles av/ay, even
out to sea from the Middle .Vest. People in New England, for
instance, v/ere startled tv/o or three winters ago, v/hen a "red"
snov7 fell. The explanation forthcoming from those who studied
the situation was that the color was due to particles of dust
(actually soil) picked up by the v/ind far in the interior of
the continent, in the now famous "Dust Bowl" covering the
western parts of Oklahoma and Kansas, eastern Colorodo and
parts of Texas and Wyoming. The dust was carried in the air
many miles, finally coming to earth with the falling snow.
Stuart Chase estimates the damage from wind erosion as more
than nine million acres of good land completely destroyed and
nearly eighty million damaged severely.^
Other More Immediate Results of
The Destruction of Timber
The logging off of timber, and the result-
ing slash, has long been recognized as one of the chief causes
1) Stuart Chase, Op. Cit., Page 38.
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of v/hat becaine an alarming increase in the numhers and ex-
tent of forest fires. Cut-over areas were left after the
logging moved on with the ground covered deep v/ith tops,
limbs and other useless parts of the trees, to say nothing
of stumps o VJhen this slash became thoroughly dry, it was
an excellent place for a fire to start, and what is even more
no one cared particularly v/hether a fire did burn over such
cut-over land. There was no timber remaining v/hich had any
value, the slash was in the way, and it was even believed by
some a good way to get rid of the slash by burning it. If
the burnipg had been carefully done and confined to a small
area, it might well have been it would have been disposed of
with little harm done, and the land left to restock itself
with trees. However, as long as the fire did not threaten
standing timber, or towns, little precautions v;ere taken,
and thousands of acres of such cut-over land were b-^orned each
ye ar
.
However, it is becoming increasingly
recognized that the neglect of such cut-over areas, and the
consequent increase in the fire hazards, has caused great
losses in valuable merchantable timber in adjoining areas,
in the occasional losses of farm buildings and crops, and in
a very decided loss in second-growth timber, with the result
that governmental agencies have been receiving much better
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Loss of Tax Revenues b:/- Local G-overnments
\'Ihen the loggers move on, leaving behind
them vast areas of cut-over land, the locality v/hich they
leave is bound to feel the loss of taxable resources. V/hat
mal:es it even more difficult is the fact that the local gov-
ernments in such localities have probably just passed through
a "boom” period due directly to the logging Industry which
has deserted them. Tovms have been built in lumbering centers,
to grow to considerable proportions during the cutting of the
timber, and v;hen the timber is gone, such towns find them-
selves without a source of tax income. The farms which have
come in after the logging find expensive government services
established v/hlch can no longer be supported by taxes on the
small valuation of their farms, and the timber which was the
original source of the prosperity of the town has disappeared
forever, leaving nothing to tax.
Unsightly Appearance of Denuded Land
With the increasing use of the forests for
recreational purposes, there should come to the general pub-
lic an appreciation of what the destruction of the timber does
for the appearance of the countryside. Fine, green, well-
forested coijjitry, in short order turned into a v/aste of de-
caying wood and litter, which loses all its attractiveness to
the tourist or vacationist, whose value as a source of Income
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in forest regions has become many times a-reater v;ith the large
members of automobiles now on the road. Before the automobile
came to take peonHe many miles from their homes and permit
them to see the state of the countr77-, it is no wonder there
was little appreciation of the beauties of that country and
small concern when the beauties were gone and the country
turned into a shambles either of the neglected cut-over areas,
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CHAPTER V
CONSERVATION 3Y CORPORATIONS AIID INDIVIDUALS
Barriers to Successful Conservat ion Efforts
Conservation, as we have seen, has never
been popular with the -owner of the timber, the logger, or the
general public. The theory of the inexhaustibility of timber
in the United States has undoubtedly been the main factor in
the indifference of all towar*d conservation, but almost cer-
tainly self-interest has been the next most important, and
perhaps self-interest should rank first.
Of the private land being cut annually,
the relationship of the land being cut v/ithout regard to fu-
ture yields to that being cut talcing future possibilities
into consideration is about twenty- six to one, as shown on a
1
chart made up by the Forest Service.
Forestry is Not Immediately Profitable
It is apparently almost Impossible to in-
stitute selective cutting among loggers at the present time,
with their present methods and equipment. The effort made by
the Lumber Code to force the loggers to cut on this basis was
too short in time length to have any effect either on the log-
gers' methods or in proving that it might some day have such
effect, but even though the Codes had not been declared uncon-
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stitutional, the Lunber Code might have failed in any event.
The logging industry claims that it cannot
log selectively and still make a profit. The industry is de-
pendent on a large and expensive organization, and it is the
need for this large organization and expensive equipment v/ith
which to remove trees from the forest \7hich precludes the or-
dinary individual timber ovmer from logging his own timber
and forces him to sell it on a "stumpage" or standing-tree
basis to the larger owner, or to the organization built up
for the sole purpose of logging.
Such a large and expensive organization
cannot be easily moved from place to place, and consequently
the timber operator feels he must obtain as much lumber mater-
ial from his operation as he can while he has the men and
equipment in that locality. That is, if he has to come around
every few years and repeat his cutting operation, he figures
it will cost him just as inuch to remove the second lot of tim-
ber as it did the first, and the third lot costs as much to
remove as either of the other two, and so on, with the result
he figures by coming back three times to cut the stand of tim-
ber, even though it grows somev/hat in the meantime, it has
cost him approximately three times what it would have cost him
had he removed the total stand at the first cutting.
In addition to the size of the organization
required for a logging operation, and the expense of the equip-
ment needed, and although from the nature of things it is not
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an industry which is very stable, still the sawmills have not
sufficient mobility that they can be moved about from place
to place to be near the center of the field of logging opera-
tions, and if the mills and lumber camps have left a given
part of the country, it means more expense for camps, and
additional expense of. longer hauls, to get the logs to the
mills each time the area has to be relogged to remove trees
left growing after . a
.
previous operation.
As a 'matter of fact, the sawmills of the
country are much more numerous, and their equipment is much
greater, than has ever yet been necessary to supply the de-
mand both in this country and for export. The industry is,
in common with other , American industries, somewhat over-
expanded, and doubtless some of the argument as to its being
unprofitable to log according to selective cutting principles
may be due to the fact that it would be unprofitable v/ith so
much expensive equipment. That is to say, it is naturally
much more profitable to keep all your equipment busy as much
of the time as possible, and to do that the logger has to
get as much timber as he can in the easiest quickest way.
Another feature affecting the introduction
of forestry methods is the fact that the tenure of the indi-
vidual or private owner is so short. It is hardly possible
to interest most people in what is likel:/ to happen after
they are gone, and when one considers the length of time In
which it is possible to grow trees, one can easily see why
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the present owner of a tract of timber is not too much con-
cerned with plantinr^ trees which he v/ill never live to see
mat^Jr’e into merchantable timber. To grow a tree to a size
for market requires from fifty to one hundred years or more,
depending on the species of tree and the climate and soil
conditions. Perhaps one of the faster growing tree crops
is the southern yellow pine, and the government estimates
fifty years to mature that species sufficiently for harvest-
1
ing (of course for pulpv/ood it is much less than that).
On the other hand, the tenure of the gov-
ernment is not limited by the lifetime of individuals, and
therefore the government is the agency we must look to for
the practice of forestry principles in order to preserve a
supply of lumber for the needs of the people of the United
States in years to come.
The Effect of Taxation
The traditional v/ay to tax the people of
this country is through the ad valorem tax on real property
(the "General Property Tax"). Up until very recent times
this was the only method of taxation applied to real estate,
including land on v/hich there v/as standing timber.
It was a temptation to the taxing unit to
place as high a valuation as possible on timber, which is a
l) U.S. Department of Commerce, "American Pitch Pine and Its
Uses", Trade Promotion Series, No. 119, 1931.
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tangible resource, in order to get the most in tax money from
it, and when there seemed likelihood of the timber disap-
pearing, the tax valuation v/as Increased in order to obtain
as much revenue as possible before the timber was gone where
it could not be taxed,
Ho%7ever, by thus raising the valuations
on standing timber and taxing the forests the same as v/ould
be done in the case of a farm, for instance, there v/as cre-
ated a temptation to the owners of the timber to cut it and
get their money out while at the same time relieving them-
selves of the burden of paying taxes on it. The burden of
paying taxes on timber while it is standing, and while it
is growing, is undoubtedly one of the chief reasons for the
haste in cutting.
Growth of Timber is Slow
Han naturally prefers a qiiick return, or
as brought out in a book by Zimmerman,^ he prefers annuals
to perennials, and trees are definitely perennials. In early
times a quick crop was necessary, for man was then nomadic
and could not remain in one place long enough for trees to
2
mature, and Zimmerman brings out the fact that law and order,
and stable institutions, are needed for tree planting.
An investment in a grov/ing forest cannot
1) Erick W. Zimmerman, "Tree Crops and the Time Factor of
Production”, Chapter XXI in ^Vorld Resources and Indus-
tries, Harper Bros. Co., New York, 1933, pages 379-399.
2 ) Ibid, Page 379.
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possibly return a profit to the individual unless he ?/aits
over a long p eriod of years (at the least fifty years must
pass before the ordinary tree is of much commercial value).
During all this time the timber must be protected from fire,
insects, disease and thievery, and the owner of such grow-
ing timber must constantly increase his investment in pro-
viding such protection. Not only must he increase the in-
vestment by providing necessary protection, but each year
he holds the timber (with a few exceptions, the number of
which are fortunately increasing) he must add to his invest-
ment the amount of the taxes assessed on his forest annually.
All this cost, over practically the life-
time of an Individual, with no return coming in until the
logger comes along prepared to cut the trees. In the mean-
time the timber owner takes the chances of loss through fire
or other damage, through the trees being blown down, and
through trespassers entering his forest and cutting the trees.
Risk of Possible Financial Loss
If a prospective forest owner had pur-
chased a tract of land on v/hlch there was a good stand of
young trees about the time the ’’Capper Report” was issued in
1920, he would have undoubtedly paid a considerably higher
nrice for his young forest than he v;ould were he purchasing
it today. At the time of the Capper Report, lumber prices
were stated to be higher than they had ever been before, and
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it Is certain they were very r^'uch higher then than now, in
line with coirmodity prices in general. ‘’^Stumpage" prices
necessarily follow the prices which can be obtained for the
finished product, lumber, and the 1920 purchaser of the
young forest v/ould find the value of his forest “on the
stump” less today than at the time he purchased, except as
the growth of the timber during the intervening fifteen to
twenty years, with its attendant uncertainties and risks, had
increased the amount of liunber in the forest.
Vvhat the Lumber Industry Can Do
In the Interest of Conservation
The lumber industry/, if it y;ou!ld take the
interest, the time and the trouble, could help a great deal
toward conservation.
In the first place, loggers couH improve
their methods of cutting the trees, making each tree cut count
as much as possible, wasting no more than is absolutely neces-
sary, cutting only the trees needed and being careful to see
that the trees not actually to be cut and removed are not in-
jured in the removing of the others. They might also effect
savings by improving methods of hauling the trees from the
forest to the mill, and cutting down waste in transit of the
logs.
If a logging company could be situated at
the heart of a locality ideally suited to the "sustained yield"
type of forest management, it wou3d seem as though the operatincr
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loCTger could cut the forest on that basis, and if the forest
was large enouQ;h in extent, still have adequate timber com-
ing in to keep the mill running without the necessity of pack-
ing up all his equipment and leaving for another part of the
country where the timber v/as more plentiful. As the forests
of virgin timber have ' retreated to more inaccessible locations,
this type of forestry should become more and more profitable,
since it gives the logging company a source of supply nearer
at hand, and with much less expense for hauling long distances
to the mdll. In other v/ords, it would seem the greater cost
of timber logged on that basis might be to a large extent off-
set for the economy of having it nearer, instead of the costs
for transportation increasing each year as distances from for-
est to mill became greater.
The usual lumbering company is now in the
form -of a corporation, rather than individually owned or ovmed
in partnership. In this v/ay the company has a much longer
outlook than the individual, for corporations do not have the
same short life tenure as does the individual. The life of a
lumbering company can be extended by an adequate source of
supply being grown close at hand, and there seems little reason
why the corporation should not take such steps in conserving
its source of supply as will assure its ovm continued success-
ful life.
The use of forestry methods, even crude
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methods, brings an increase in the rate of growth of the trees.
as is exemplified in one region by this table showing the "esti
mated annual rate of growth per acre in different Northeastern
„ 1forests and different degrees of management :
Under Under
Character Present crude Under intensive forestry
of Conditions forestry Average Ilaximum
Forest (Cubic P^t) (Cubic Feet) (Cubic Feet) (Cubic Feet)
spruce and fir 20 25 45 80
birch, beech
and maple 25 30 60 120
white pine 40 45 100 170
oak and mixed
hardwoods 25 30 60 120
oalc and nine 22 27 65 105
It is certainly not too much to expect a
logging company to exercise caution during its logging of a
tract to prevent the starting of fires. Ordinary self-inter-
est should make them take the trouble to prevent fires, but
they should be required to respect the rights of others and
do their utmost to prevent the spread of fires. The number
of men and machines necessary to a v/oods operation is bound
to be a source for the starting of fires, but they could very
easily also be an excellent means of crushing fires that do
start since they are already near the scene.
Another v/ay in which it v/ould be in the in-
terest of the lumber industry to fijrther the cause of conser-
vation, is in reducing the waste in the sawmill. Better
machinery cuts each log more efficiently, and more actual lum-
1) U. S. Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 166,
"Timber Growing and Logging Practice in the Northeast", 1930,
by Samuel T. Dana, Page 26.
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ber is obtained from it. The proper use of the actual waste
remaining after the logs have been cut into boards, can often
be a verj profitable undertaking, and many products are nov^
made out of the v/ood which was formerly considered waste, and
either sold for fuel, or when that was not possible, burned
in order to dispose of it.
Vdiat Individuals Can Do for
Forest Conservation
Individuals interested in the problem of
forest conservation can do m-uch to further the program, even
though they can not take a long-range viewpoint of it from
the profits angle that a corporation or the government could.
Much of the forest area of the United States,
estimated at about thirty per cent, or one hundred thirty
1
million acres, is ovmed by farmers, most of it in the form
of farm "woodlots”. The acreage in each unit of these wood-
lots is small, and they are probably the most haphazardly
manaced of any of the forests. However, they are held in
conjunction with another biisiness and consequently are not
under the sam.e pressure for disposal of the timber as are
some of the larger holdings of individuals or corporations.
iVhile the farmer draws on the woodlot for certain needs on
the farm - fuel, fence posts, building material and the like -
the less attractive trees should be adequate to supply him
H. S. Graves, Chapter III in Van Hise and Havemeyer, "Con-
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with his immediate needs, and the better trees might easily
be permitted to mature as a future source of income, or a
"saving" - an investment.
The G-overnment both Federal and state,
has recognized the value of these forest areas remaining in
the hands of the farmers and stands ready to give advice on
managing them, in the same v;ay they offer advice on the other
crops raised by the farmer, or in connection Virith his herds.
At present there are very few forests
that can be classified as "private forests". There are some
m*alntained for experimental and educational purposes, and
especially of note in that connection is the forest belong-
ing to Harvard University, located at Petersham, Massachu-
setts. Here the University has under careful forest manage-
ment some of the little remaining virgin forest area in the
State of Massachusetts, Unfortunately the "Harvard Forest"
was within the zone affected by the hurricane of September
1938, and many of the fine white pine trees suffered.
Harvard University also maintains a dif-
ferent kind of an establishment v/hich harbors for purposes
of study many varieties of trees and shn-ibs, each carefully
cared for. At the Arnold Arboretum also, the damage by the
force of the v/ind during the hurricane did alm.ost untold
damage. Dr. Merrill of the Arboretum estimated that approx-
imately fifteen hundred trees, some of the oldest, largest
.k.
and rarest trees, v/ere uprooted or severely damaged.
1) Dr. Elmer D. Merrill, letter in"Science", October 7, 1938
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Industries not classed exactly as "forest
industries", although one might well put them in that classi-
fication since they depend on trees, are the industries which
extract sap from the trees, or grow trees for the fruit*
Such industries are: The naval stores, extracting turpentine
and rosin from the southern pine trees, the orchardists who
grov/ trees for the fruit or nuts, or the maple sugar indus-
try. The crop is usually an annual crop, or in some cases a
biennial crop, although the grower must wait until a certain
degree of maturity is reached before the tree produces.
An interesting experiment along the lines
of this last-named type of "forestry" is that which has been
carried on in the South v/ith the Tung tree, a native tree of
China. The tung tree has been successfully grov/n only in a
small strip in the six Gulf States. It is the source of tung
oil, or "china wood oil" which is used as a basis of many
manufactures in this country, especially lacquers, quicfeKirying
varnishes and insulation. An estimate has been made that the
tiang tree industry may develop into a $100,000,000 crop, and
certainly if the supply of ,tung oil from China is shut off by
war conditions it should prove a very profitable venture. The
first experimental plantings were made about thirty years ago,
and although the present production is less than three per
cent of the need of the United States annually, still it has
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A very pood example of a privately-owned
forest, grown as a forest and for experiment principally, is
that belonging to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, located
on his estate at Hyde Park, New York. The President has been
very much interested in forest conservation and management,
and he has tried to practice forestry in his ovm forest. In
this forest the trees have been planted and scientifically
cared for over many years, and occasional sales of mature
trees, or for thinning purposes, have been made in accordance
2
with the best methods of forest practice.
1) Roy L. Pepperburg, "The South’s Nev/ Liquid Gold”, in
"American Forests”, January 1959.
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'.THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOUIE DO
FOR CONSERVATION
The Federal Government
In view of the length of time, and the
long-range viev/point necessary to successful forestry, the
solution of the difficulty of preserving a tiriDer siipply
for the future seems to lie in good part in the acquisition
by the Federal Government of an increasing area to be set
aside as National Forests. The area of the National For-
ests now include a total of 175,238,168 acres in forty-two
different states, Alaska and Puerto Rico, ^ This shov/s
some decrease from the 1928 figure of 184,403,819 as shown
2
in table from a book written by Recknagle and Spring in 1929.
However, the figures of total acres in the national forests
are bound to show some variations from year to year, due to
releases of some acreages for other uses, and other adjust-
ment s .
^
Some uses to which these Federally ovmed
lands are put, and the benefits derived therefrom by many
people, are shown by the follov/ing statistics:
The 1938 timber harvest from the
National Forests v/as 1,250,000,000 feet of lum-
ber.
The forests provided forage for
7,000,000 domestic live-stock, and both shelter
1) F. A. Silcox, Report of the Chief Forester, as reviewed in
''American Forests", February 1939.
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and food for 1,700,000 big-game animals and
1,500,000 fnr-bearing animals.
About 6,000,000 city people
obtained water from the national forest areas.
The national forests have seventy
million miles of trout streams, and provide
outdoor recreation to thirty million people an-
nually.
In addition, the forests provide
a living for about a million residents of the
United States.^
The Federal Government is in the best
position to take charge of fire control activities, and also
the control of Insects and disease control. It has already
an efficient organization set up - the Forest Service - to
ViThich it can look for administration of the work, and it has
the personnel to carry out programs for control where needed.
In addition, the Federal Government since April, 1933, has
had the sizable army of the "C. C. C." boys, to v/hom it can
look for forestry work, especially fire control work, Writ-
2ing in 1936 Stuart Chase says:
"President Roosevelt had hardly got the
banks opened when he haled 300,000 youths from depres-
sion street corners into the woods. To date more than a
million have received the discipline of the Civilian Con-
servation Corps. In two years these young men have:
Built 48,000 miles of truck roads for
fighting fires.
Built 35,000 miles of fire breaks
Built 43,000 miles of fire telephone
lines
.
Removed inflammable underbrush from
1,038,000 acres.
1) F. A. Silcox, Op. Cit,
2) Stuart Chase, "Rich Land, Poor Land", McGraw-Hill, 1936,
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Carried on erosion Y;ork on 1,644,000 acres
Built 1,400,000 check dains in gullies
Spent 1,700,000 man-days fighting fires
Planted 267,000,000 trees
Improved the forest stand on 1,644,000
acres
.
Fought plant diseases on 4,000,000 acres.
Attacked rodents on 11,000,000 acres.
Built 1,688 lookout tov/ers for fighting
fires
Driven 4,750 wells.
Spent 70,000 man-days obliterating dumps
Razed 1,779 unsightly structures.
Fought mosquitoes on 43,000 ac^-es.
Spent 73,800 man-days practising tree
surgery.
Restocked waters with 49,000,000 fish.
Spent 16,500 man-days in archeological work.
Devoted 23,000 man-days to rescuing per-
sons in flood, fire, accident and
calamity,
"The value of the work done in this period
has been estimated at 400 million dollars".
Although the table makes it evident not all
the activities of the C. C. C. are strictly along forestry lines,
still the work done by them has unquestionably resulted in the
saving of many thousands of acres of forest land from the rav-
ages of fire alone. The C. C. C. not only has the advantage of
numbers, but they are located in the v/oods, and can in many
cases extinguish the fire before it has much headway. The C.C.C.
has been active in building roads, or "truck trails" through
the woods, and these avenues are invaluable in moving men and
equipment to the scene of a fire and should through the saving
of time in reaching the fire save, in valuable timber, many
times the cost of their construction.
The possibilities of work in pest-control
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in the report from one such C. C. C. camp in Massachusetts,
where, "An extensive war has been wared against the gypsy
moth. Three thousand and eighty-eight acres of state and
private land has been scouted for gypsy m.oth in the past year.
About 186,190 egg masses v/ere destroyed, thus preventing the
growth of one hundred, million caterpillars. Three and one-
half miles of stone wall v/ere torn down and rebuilt, so that
all hidden gypsy moth egg masses might be destroyed. (This
is a regular part of gypsy moth eradication work)." ^
Another Important chase of the work of
the C. C. C. is the actual planting of trees, and last fall
there was in prospect the planting of fifty million forest
tree seedlings on fifty thousand acres of unproductive public
forest land. Most of the trees v/ere intended for the National
Forest areas, but some were planted in state forests. The
work along this line which can be done during a single year
by this Corps is shown in this quotation from an article in
n
"American Forests" magazine:
"Completion of the fall planting program
will bring the total number of trees planted during
1938 by the CCC for reforestation and erosion control
to approximately 275,000,000. Of this number about
1,000,000 have been or v/ill be clanted by enrollees
on erosion control projects where the work is super-
vised by the Soil Conservation Service. The U. S.
Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture
supervises all tree planting on public forest lands."
1) Marion Seagrave, article in "The Boston Herald", Feb-
ruary 19, 1939, Section 3, Page 3.
2 ) "CCC Continues Planting Trees", in "^toerican Forests",
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The C. C. C. is divided into "camps", and
in each camp there are approximately two hundred men* The
total strength of the Corps is about 315,000 men, and the life
of the project has been extended until the middle of the year
1940.^
Apother fine activity which is obviously
best carried on by a governmental agency is that of research.
The Forest Service conducts experimental stations in various
parts of the country, with an experienced staff, well-trained
in forestry methods. The experiment stations, of course, co-
operate with other agencies, including state forestry depart-
ments as well as private organizations and individuals. These
organizations of the government’ are devoted to finding better
methods of protecting forests from damages by all causes, and
determining the best methods of silviculture, the types of
trees best suited to a given region and the like.
The Federal government also maintains,
through the Forest Service, nurseries all over the 'United
States, in the forested areas. The nurseries are devoted to
gathering seeds in the forest, planting them and caring for
the seedlings until they have developed sufficiently to per-
mit of their being moved and planted permanently in the for-
est. This is one of the most important branches of govern-
mental forestr:/, since in this way many acres of forest land
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can be restocked in regions where it is impossible to depend
on natural seeding. Southern pine trees, due to climatic
conditions, do not need this restocking, as nature seems to
take care of it adequately, but in more northern climates and
with other species, seedlings planted in the forest have a
much better chance of surviving than even seed planted arti-
ficially.
Of the research activities of the Govern-
ment none is more important than those conducted by the For-
est Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. Here are
carried on experiments looking toward the best use of the lum-
ber of the nation, which is naturally of great importance in
any conservation program, since economy of usage means economy
of timber through lessening the number of trees which need to
be cut to provide the lumber.
The value of research, by all agencies, is
recognized generally, and the "Copeland Report" of the For-
est Service recommends a considerable increase in expenditures
for research, and especially recommends increase in the money
expended for this purpose by the Federal and state governments.
This Report gives the expenditures at the time written (1933)
and their recommendations of what the annual expenditure ten
years from 'that time should be, as follov/s:^
1) U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Report on Senate Resolu
tion No. 175", March 30, 1933, Page 57.
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A large -ondertaking by the Federal Govern-
ment is that of the shelterbelt planting in the great Plains
States, whose main purpose is erosion control and protection
of the v/atershed of the Mississippi River. The location of
the shelterbelt is placed anproximately on the 99th Meridian,
touching North Dakola, South Dakota, Lexington, Nebraska,
1
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Childress, Texas. Actual planting
began about 1935, after extensive studies by the Forest Ser-
vice of the climatic and soil conditions, and natijiral vegeta-
tion of the region. Four types of planting are to be carried
on in this project -
1) In solid blocks (only in sandy soil)
2) Around farmhouses, barns and schools
3) Around fields for protection and im-
provement of crops
4) For soil protection in narrow ravines,
coulees and gullies.
From these types it is seen that the project is to be of some
value outside of the main objectives of erosion control and
watershed protection, in that it is to add to the shelter
around farms and farm buildings, and should add greatly to the
comfort as well as the appearance of the region. Of the area
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chosen, 114,700 square miles, or fifty-seven percent, lends
itself to tree planting, while thirty-six per cent v/ill be
1
difficult to plant and four per cent is entirely unfit.
To aid in this work alone the C. C. C.
2
planted, up to the year 1937, over a billion young trees.
The next year, according to another source, saw about one
hundred million more trees nlanted by the C. C. C. directly
on erosion control projects, and under the supervision of
3
the Soil Conservation Service.
State and Local Governments
The place of the states in the forestry
program is becoming increasingly important v/ith the growing
numbers of acres which are becoming state property each year
through tax delinquency. This is, of course, mostly land
that is the least attractive for any other use, but the states
sho-'ild with proper administration be able to assist conserva-
tion a erreat deal through these areas. Governments of smaller
units than the state are not of great importance in the forestry
picture, except in the case of a few in states (for example,
Wisconsin) where the tax delinquent lands become the nroperty
of the counties rather than of the state itself.
There are a few state forests, and states
could with benefit to themselves and their citizens increase
1) Raymond G. Carroll, Op. Cit.
2) F. A. Silcox, Op. Cit.
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the number and extent of their forests, and also of parks,
which, while not devoted exclusively to forests, still do
much to preserve the trees in them. Approximately four and
one-half million acres of land are included in the state
forests.
The first states to inaugurate forestry
profT-rams v/ere California, New York, Ohio and Colorado, in
18S5, and now forty-two states have provision for forestry
v/ork.^ All states except Arizona, Missouri and South Da-
kota give som.e help to forest owners, and this feature of
state work is one v/hich seems to be of the greatest impor-
tance. The states are in a little better position than is
the Federal Government to advise local residents, especially
farmers, through the extension work carried on in most states.
In the field of education the states have
taken the lead. States maintain, in their state universities
mainly, all but three of the twenty-five forestry schools of
collegiate grade, ajid these schools cost the states about
^925,000 to train annually more than 95^ of the foresters.
The states, through the extension services
they maintain and also through the general school system, have
a fine opportunity to educate the public to conservation prin-
ciples, and one of the chief parts of this education is awaken
ing the general public to the forest fire danger, and trying
1) U. S. Department of Agriculture, Report on Senate Resolu-
tion No. 175, March 30, 1933, Page 6.
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to enlist their co-operation in preventiner the starting of
fires. The educational program also extends to spreading
information about diseases and pests, and methods of control.
As seen before, "arbor days" are ai impor-
tant contribution made by states, tlirough proclamations by
their governors, in educating the public (they are more im-
portant in educational effect than in the numbers of trees
actually planted) , The main importance of the arbor day
programs and the other state educational efforts is to en-
courage the private individual to plant trees.
States co-operate in the fire control v/ork
of the Federal Government, and they are also active in disease
and insect control work, not only on state-OTmed land, but
also along highv;ays and assisting individual ovmers.
There are also some state-ovmed nurseries,
as well as those ov/ned by the Federal government, and these
should be an increasing help toward the future tirber supply.
The main assiabance the state and local
governmental units can give to forestry, hov;ever, is to re-
lieve the burden of excess taxation on the private forest
owner, especially on the ovraer who v;ould like, but for the
tax burden, to retain his timber until it has reached matur-
ity, Vi/hat the states have done in the past and car do in
the future v/ill be taken up more fully in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VII
TKE FOREST TAXATION PROBLEM
V/ith an adequate solution of tiie forest
tSLxation problem would appear to lie most of the hopes of
interesting private owners, either corporations or indivi-
duals, in retaining their timber, or practicing good for-
est management principles. Including sustained yield cutting.
It is useless to attempt to persuade the industry to deorive
itself of income while at the same time burdening it with
the drain incident to the usual methods of taxing forest land.
An attack should be made on the forest
tax problem in this country, according to the Forest Taxa-
1
tion Inquiry, in these three ways:
1) Reduction in the total cost of local
governments, particularly in the
forest regions.
2) Improvement in the operation of the
property tax.
3) Modification of the property tax as
applied to forests, by permitting
the adjustment of the tax burden
to deferment of income
•
Conservation Means Deferred Income
To the Forest 0\7ner
As has been shown before, the forest is a
slow-growing crop, a "perennial crop", as pointed out by
1) U. S. Department of Agriculture, Circular No. 358, "The
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Ziinmerman. In a primitive economy no thou,p;ht can be taken
for "perennials", but a crop that matures quickly must be
raised to preserve the very existence of the people.
Forest trees mature only after a period
of not less than fifty years, even for the fast-growing
species, and some varieties need a century or mors before
there is a crop to make it sufficiently profitable to cut the
timber for market, and d”j?ing all this time the owner is at
considerable expense to protect his investment. Even though
the land has restocked itself naturally, or contained a vir-
gin stand, there are many risks attendant on the growing or
retaining of the forest v/hich must be taken into consideration
before there is any return to the owner on his original cost.
During this tim.e of growing the forest, society has imposed
I the additional burden of the general property tax. The trees
are on the land, and if cut would be v/orth a given sum of
money. On the basis of their present value (their stumpage
value, or value on the stijimp) the stand is supposed to be as-
sessed for purposes of taxation. Naturally the inclination is
to assess the timber at its full value, and to increase the
assessment when the stand has become more valuable through
growth. By doing this, the taxing authorities collect the
tax each year on a stand of timber from which the ovmer has
received not a cent of income, and the result is that the tlm-
1) Erick W. Zimmerman, "The Forest in Profit and Welfare Economy",
in "World Resources and Industries, Harper Bros. & Co.,
1933, Page 379,
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ber crop is taxed over and over again, even though, as far as
the ovmer is concerned, it is a more or less ’’frozen asset".
These forest lands in the past have pro-
vided the individual taxing unit, the local communities, with
a large part of their tax income, but in more than one tov/n
the cutting of the timber has produced a definite problem in .
reduced tax income and in extreme cases resulted in "Ghost
Tovims" - abandoned after the logging industry has moved out.
Overtaxation causes the ovmer of a good stand of tim.ber to
feel he must sell the timber to a logger (or cut it himself),
in order to be relieved of the increasing tax burden. On the
other hand, the viewpoint of the taxing authorities is under-
standable - they see the timber disappearing all about them,
and feel they must get as much in tax money out of it before
that particular source of income is gone forever. Of course
along with their collection of all the taxes possible while
the timber v/as standing came the temptation to increase ex-
penditures in accordance with the tax yield. Then when the
taxing resource of timber was gone, it was hard, if not im-
possible, to readjust expenditures to the lowered income.
More than one community has found itself in financial diffi-
culties, and even in bankruptcy, owing to the loss of its
main resource, standing timber.
The inefficiency of governing units is a
•large factor in this situation. In fact, the Forest Taxation
Inquiry accuses the luneconomic and inefficient management of
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local governnents and their services with even exceeding the
inherent disadvantages of the general property tax as a cause
of the overtaxation of timber*^
In addition to the actual loss of the for-
est itself, the comrnunities built up around logging areas
soon found themselves stranded, their chief industry moving
on and 'leaving them only cut-over land with a few more or less
unproductive farms v/hich could not support the community gov-
ernment, especially after the cut-over lands began returning
to the state through the tax delinquency route and no taxes
whatever were coming in from large areas which had once con-
tained a valuable resource. The "Capper Report" estimated,
as long ago as in 1920, that 224,000,000 acres of land would
eventually come back to the government by tax delinquency, due
to the operation of the economic factor of disappearance of
2
the taxable resource.
The v/orst feature of the reacquisition of
stich land by the government is that it is coming back strip-
ped not only of. the original forest, but in many cases of the
ability to produce another forest growth, at least without
some SLTtificial help.
The problem of taxing forest land equit-
ably has been recognized more and more during the past ten
years or so. Under authorization of the McSweeney-HcTTary
1) Clifford R. Hall, "The Forest Tax Problem and Its Solu-
tion", U. S, Departm.ent of Agriculture Circular No. 358,
Hay, 1935, Page 3,
2) U. S, Department of Agriculture, "Report on Senate Resolu-
tion No. 311", June 6, 1920,
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Act of 1928 the Federal Government, through the Department of
Agriculture, conducted an exhaustive "Forest Tsuiation Inquiry".^
This inquiry takes up the taxation phase of conservation with
especial relation to different states and localities, and sets
forth the opinion that a change in the basis of taxing forests
is needed to encourage the growing of nev/ timber for a future
supply.
The depression, and the consequent slijimp
in the lumber industry with the attendant overproduction of
timber products, has greatly increased the tax d,elinquency
of both cut-over and sparsely timbered lands, since the out-
look for any return on the acreage has become . so remote a
possibility of the future as to discourage the holding of
less attractive stands, as v/ell as land which has been en-
tirely denuded of its timber.
The State of Kichigan is a vei^ good example
in this connection. Michigan was a leading factor in the lum-
bering industry during the eighties, v;hen its great quantity
of white pine was cut out. Since that time the decline has
been -radual until it is no longer one of the important cen-
ters of the industry. Michigan's lumber production had a
spectacular rise to its peak in 1889, having for thirty years
led every other state. From that date on a steady decline
1) U. S. Department of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Publication
IJo. 218.
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continued until in 1930 its production had dropped to one-
tenth of the peak year*
In Michigan as in other coirrmunities, this
decline meant a very great strain on the rest of the popula-
tion. ./ith the timber gone it could not be taxed, and with
the abandonment of cut -over areas, especially in the case of
larger ov/ners, the problem of v/here to get the necessary
revenue for maintenance of community activities became acute.
It is estimated that ''more than ten million acres” of forest
and farm land in Michigan are delinquent.^ Vdiile five mil-
lion acres were delinquent in 1920, in 1930 the delinquency
had increased to v/ell over tv/elve million, with an even
greater increase during the depression years follov/ing 1930.
Of those delinquent in 1930 there were some tv/o million acres
under the control of the State Department of Conservation.
. To help out the local revenue situation
the State of Michigan pays to the counties in which the De-
partment of Conservation land is located the sum of ten cents
per acre annually in lieu of taxes. In five counties of Up-
per Michigan, where it is said there is little or no timber
left to tax, the State had acquired an average of seventeen
per cent of the land.
One of the progress reports of the Forest
2Taxation Inquiry selected the town of Poster, Michigan (in
1) George P. Ahern, "Forest Bankru.ptcy in America”, Green
Lamp League, 1933, Chapter on theState of Michigan.
2) "Progress Report of the Forest Taxation Inquiry", U. S.
Department of Agriculture, No. 18
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the lower Peninsula) as an exaiiiple of what was happenlnp;.
In this report the tax delinquency situation of this one town




















The same report also gives these figures
for the State as a v/hole
,
taken from the reports of the Au-
ditor General:








It will he noted both the above sets of
figures show a drop in tax delinquency around 1910, and a
considerable increase during the post-war period and just
prior to the Inflation years around 1927 and 1928.
'The situation in Michigan became so des-
perate that a "moratorium" was declared, and no sales of tax
delinquent lands were held from 1932 until May of 1938. The
lists of tax delinquent lands to be sold at a tax sale are
published several times prior to the sale in one nev/spaper
in each county, and the lists for the 1938 sale (in fine type)
occupied several pages in each newspaper. Of course not all
this delinquency is due directly, or even indirectly, to the
cutting off of the forests, but a good part of it undoubtedly
is due to the removal of the trees, because in addition to
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"dropped" undoubtedly are marginal or sub-marginal for agri-
culture, and were tai:en up by farmers during the ”boom” times
immediately follov/ing the cutting off of the timber, and now
are abandoned because it was impossible to raise crops profit-
ably on them.
Michigan is now oroducing miuch less than
one-half of the timber consumed by her industries (especially
the automobile and furniture industries), and the item of
transportation cost in bringing the other half of the timber
needed in Michigan from other sections of the countrgr is a
large one, and it would seem that fact alone - that there is
a market near at hand - should help to maike reforestation
profitable in Michigan, provided a tax policy is adopted
which would relieve the greatest burden and obstacle in the
v/ay of such reforestation.
Without doubt some of the Increases in
taxation on forest lands come about through the desire of
local politicians to "soak" large holders. The large holder
is also quite likely to be an absentee owner, and thus com-
pletely at the mercy of the local authorities.
In addition to overtaxation as of the
present tim.e, the usual system of taxation adds to the bur-
den and worries of the timber ovmer by the uncertainties of
future levies. No timber ovmer can say that his total tax
cost to hold a tract of forest land during the fifty to
seventy-five years, or longer, which may be necessary for
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the trees to reach a suitable size for cutting, v/ill be a given
sum. He cannot tell what future assessors v/ill do, and in con-
sequence is entirely unable to make even a reasonably fair es-
timate of his costs dujring the period the timber is grov/ing.
Some better method of taxation would also
be of inestimable benefit to the community itself. Any com-
munity should have a comparatively steady income annually from
taxation, and certainly that is Impossible iinder a s^^-stem
where a large resource is heavily taxed until it disappears
completely, leaving the community with nothing to tax in its
place.
Proposed Plans for the Taxation
of Forests
There have been many solutions offered in
this forest taxation dilemma, in order to relieve the tax buj?-
den on timber, especially irmnature timber. Some of these
schemes have been tried out, but hardly sufficient time has
elapsed to really prove or disprove their value. All the
plans have the same object, to defer taxes on the timber as
timber, apart from the land value, until the timber has been
cut, and a certain part of the income then realized to be
paid in as taxes. The present system of taxing the timber
might perhaps be argued as a fair one to impose on fully
matured timber, which if not cut will deteriorate, but cer-
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ing an annual levy, actually pays the comnunlty an "advance”
against future income, and should he accorded a "discount"
in return.
An effort should he made in any of these
plans to make some provision for the comrriunity deprived of
its present tax income through the setting aside of part of
the local land as forest areas for special tax treatment.
If some such clan is not undertaken hy the higher govern-
mental unit (the state), certain communities are hound to
find themselves in a situation where the greater part of their
taxable land has heen set aside for such purposes, whereas
another nearhy community might he more fortunate in having
smaller areas suited to that purpose. The state should pro-
vide a fund from which it can equalize the amount of tax in-
come each year as between the community having a large pro-
portion of its acreage in growing (and consequently exempt
from present taxation) timber, and the coimiunity having little
or none
.
In the case of the "Deferred Timber Tax ”,
taxes are deferred on timber value, although land value is
taxed as usual. In place of the payment of taxes on the tim-
ber by the ovmer thereof, the State actually pays the amount
of such taxes to the local government and repayment to the
State is made in the years when income from the timber is re-
alized and the "deferred timber tax", v/hich has accumulated
v/ithout interest, is paid. The repayment would be limited to
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a certain per cent of the stumpage value of the timber re-
moved from the forests in any given year, and the money
should be used to replenish the State timber tax fund. If
any state should be unable to provide for such a plan, then
it might be well for the Federal Government to step in and
loan the state funds. until revenue begins to come in, thus
in turn equalizing the burden as between states having large
areas of growing forests and those of a more industrial agri-
cultural, mineral, or other non-fores ted nature.
It is also possible the public might have
to assume some of the risks of loss, for instance, loss from
fire, because if the loss were so great as to make it advis-
able for the ovmer to abandon rather than hold the land with
the accumulated "deferred timber tax" a lien against it, the
only solution would be for the State to cancel the tax obli-
gation in order to prevent abandonment.
The State of Michigan has adopted a plan of
exempting part of the oi-mers ' local taxes, provided the ovmer
undertakes some forest production measures. The provisions
differ somewhat according to classification of the land as
"commercial forest reserve" or "private forest reserve". The
land must be listed for forest reserve purposes, and there
are certain restrictions imposed as to the length of time the
land must remain listed, the number of trees there must be on
each acre, and so forth. If the ovmer of such a tract wishes
to withdraw the land from the forest reserve he may do so by
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an additional tax over and above the ten cents per acre which
is the limit on the land while it remains listed. The addi-
tional tax is based on whether the land has remained in the
reserve for five years, ten years, or longer. If the timber
is to be cut, the owner then pays an immediate tax to the
state which is based on a percentage of the estimated stumpage
value, - in the case of commercial reserves, 25 per cent of
such stumpage value. ^ A plan of this type removes some of the




or license tax, of which
the Michigan tax above-mentioned is an example, is in reality
a tax on the gross income received by the ovmer from the tim-
ber when cut, the land on which the timber has been growing
having in the meantime paid some taxes to the comjtnunlty. The
chief value of this taxing system is that the greater part
of the tax is not collected in advance of income, as is the
case when the general property tax is apolied to a growing
forest
•
Another form, called the "adjusted -property
tax " is "based on the fact that if a deferred-yield property
is relieved from that part of the nroperty tax which is levied
upon the increase in value that is expected to come with the
payment of taxes and the accumulation of interest in advance
of receipt of income, it will bear a burden approximately equal
1) F. M. Thrun, "A Handbook of Michigan Tax Laws", Michigan
State College, East Lansing, Michigan, Bulletin
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to that v/hich it would have borne under an income of net-yield
ta:x (were such a tax practicable) at a rate equivalent to the
.1 1property-tax rate . It is a plan of adlustin'^ the tax
assessed against a given forest property by taking into
consideration the taxes paid in preceding years, the interest
factor, and also whether any income has been received during
the year in question.
The ”differential tax *' is another method
of trying to help the owner of growing timber. It is similar
to the otjier plans in that its purposes are the same, but it
differs from them in method of application. The differential
tax gives reforesting areas preferential treatment in compar-
ison v/ith other lands assessed -mder the general property tax:.
Although the lands are valued as other property is, assess-
ment is on only a part of the valuation (one-half, perhaps,
. 2
as in the case of the new law in North Carolina!
Chapman proposes three standards by v;hich
all tax relief measures should be judged, and they are these:
”1. Are the public interests safeguarded and
conserved, both for the present and the
future?
”2. Does the measure aim merely at removal of
actual inequality and injustice in taxing
forest property as a class?
”o. Is its intention frankly to encourage or
stimulate the business of private forest
production by the granting of special priv-
ileges or lighter tax burdens than the
1) R. Clifford Hall, “The Porest-Tax Problem, and Its Solution",
Circular No. 358, Hay 1955.
2) J. G. K. McClure, “North Carolina Looks Ahead in Forest
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average resting on other property or en-
terprises, on the theory that forestr;/
is a new enterprise beneficial to the
public?” 1
The present status of legislation for
the relief of the tax burden on timber owners is well shov/n
2by a map of the United States compiled by the Forest Tax-
ation Inquiry. Within the circles in each state where some
legislation looking toward tax relief for the forests has
been passed, shows the percentage of private forest land to
v/hich these tax laws are being applied, and the percentage
is very small. The map was published in 1931, and doubt-
less the picture today would be more encouraging.
The most recent state to join those having
such legislation is- North Carolina. This state has adopted
an example of the ''differential" timber tax, to eliminate the
excess burden on deferred-yield forests. Under North Caro-
lina’s plan there is to be separate assessment and segrega-
tion on the tax rolls of land and timber values. Both are
appraised at full value, but an "assessed" value is determined,
and on that "assessed value" the tax rate is imposed. The
"assessed value" is to be only one-half the full apnraisal
value, - in other words, preferential treatment is given the
timber.
1) H. H. Chapman, "Forest Finance", Tuttle, Moorhouse and Tay-
lor Co., 1926, Page 266.
2) U.S. Department of Agriculture, "Progress Report" No. 16,
Forest Taxation Inquiry, dated January 1, 1932.
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There has imdouhtedly been a great v/aste
of the forest resources of the United States, largely due to
over-generous grants of the public domain. The public do-
main was vast, including not only lands given the Federal
Government by the thirteen original states, but large areas
were acquired by purchase and tlirough cession by other
governments, and other lands were acquired by occupation.
The apparent inexhaustibility of the for-
ests led to a wasteful "cut-out and get-out" policy of lum-
bering, after the demand for lumber by the growing nation
made it profitable to take out as mubh timber as possible in
as short a time as might be. The beginning of the Impetus
in logging was about the middle of the nineteenth century,
and the following sixty years witnessed a veritable heyday
for the lumber industry. The center of the industry has, in
consequence of the policy of clear- cutting, moved steadily
westward, until the only remaining stands of virgin timber
of any extent are those in the Pacific Northwest, a stand
mainly of softwoods, especially the Douglas Fir.
Wastes of the timber by the lumber indus-
try were mainly in not utilizing all of the trees cut. The
total loss betv/een the forest and the ultimate consumer is
about tv/o-thirds of the v/ood, partly in the forest in waste-
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losses such as deterioration v;hile stored.
Of the other losses in tirnber, by far the
(greater number are caused by fire, although considerable
timber is destroyed annually through diseases, insects, para-
sites, storms and over-grazing.
Many attempts have been made to agitate
interest in conservation, such efforts dating back to Colon-
ial days, but most of the effective legislation has come
since the beginning of the twentieth century, including such
important acts b:/- Congress as the V/eeks Act of 1911, the
Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 and the McSweeney-McNary Act of
1928, and since the turn of the century the Federal Govern-
ment has undertaken many Important investigations in this
field. Some of the more important of these studies are
the Bureau of Corporations Report of 1910, the "Capper Re-
port" of 1920, the "Copeland Report" of 1933, the Forest
Taxation Inquiry, 1928 to 1932, and the present "Forest
Survey" still incompleted.
The states have also engaged in some for-
estry efforts, mainly in the field of education, and in a
few cases by maintaining state forests and nurseries. Lower
units of government have not done so much for conservation,
nor has the individual or the private corporation. Of course
there are exceptions, some lumber companies making an effort
to log in accordance with sustained yield principles, and an
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That there is a need for conservation to-
day is shown by the results of the destruction of the forest
cover, in the increase in violence and damage done by floods,
and in severe erosion of soil by rushing v/aters and by the
wind, V/hen the forests have been cut off, there remains un-
sightly cut-over areas, which not only become a fire menace
to themselves and forested areas adjoininrr, but result in
losses of tax revenue to the local governments.
Conservation by corporations or individuals
does not seem a very practical thing to rely on, for their
self-interest is against conserving the timber of the country.
It would therefore appear necessary for governmental agencies
to take an increasing part in such work, and the most effec-
tive means v/ould doubtless be for the Federal Government to
acquire thotigh purchase as much forested area as possible,
and also partly forested areas or areas possible to be re-
stocked, The Government is in a position to talre a long-
range viewpoint of conservation, and can wait the necessary
time to grow a crop of timber, whereas the individual^ ten-
•jre of land is only during his life-time, and it requires
most of the life-time of a man to grow a new stand of timber
from seedlings to merchantable timber, the most important
exception being pulpwood in the South, which matures suffi-
ciently for that puroose, under their climatic conditions.
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to be ready for su.ttin^;’ in tv/enty-five years or less.
The Governinent is also better situated to
take the risks attendant on grov/ing tiinber until it reaches
maturity, and such risks are great, not only through possi-
ble loss or damage by fire or other means, but also from ac-
tual financial losses due to changes in the market and in
the value of the dollar.
There is much that can be done, however,
by both the lumber industry and individuals in the case of
timber now mature or very nearly mature, by adopting "selec-
tive cutting", by improving logging methods to prevent v;aste,
by reducing waste in the sawmill and in handling lumber, and
by adopting intensive fire, pest and disease control methods.
It is to the industry's self-interest to preserve stands of
trees v/hich are already a tangible asset, and the Government
by co-operating with industry can hope for good results along
these lines.
V/hile the Federal Government should enlarge
its acquisition program for National Forests, and increase its
activities' for protection of forests from fire and other dam-
ages, and also its research work and nursery work, the other
other units of government can help in the program tlirough like
efforts, and also through educational efforts. However, the
most effective help the states can give conservation is by
adopting some method of taxing forests so that there will be
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If fi:irther studies by the "Forest Sur-
vey" under the direction of Hr. Garver bear out the studies
made so far (and the three most important regions have been
covered, namely the South, the Lake States and the V/est
Coast), it v/ould seem that the United States has adequate
land now devoted to "forest area". As Chief Forester
Silcox pointed out, however, the need is now for better
forests, which can only come in improved methods of silvi-
culture and of management so that there will be a continuing
yield from the forests, or "crops", maturing in certain cycles
of years depending on location and species found in the for-
est, instead of "mines" to be removed, and once gone, gone
forever*
By a large extension of public ownership
of forest lands, and by more intensive management in accord-
ance with these forestir'?- principles, the most benefit will be
derived from forest land in the future as well as the present,
since, as we have seen, the government is the logical agency
to conduct these activities. Greater fire protection on both
public and private lands is of the utmost importance in pre-
serving the timber now on the lands, and preventing the loss
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Stand of principal kinds of wood no »
used in pulp and paper manufactursiby rt ;ions
Total
thousands




































Spruce and fir 431,242 45,030 5,931 17,526 610 781 205,861 48,174# 107,329
Hemlock 206,825 10,467 9,100 12,619 3,962 3,883 166,794
Southern yellow
pine 623.525 „ 8,751 10,453 604,321
White. Norway and
jack pine 66.404 24.190 14,575 25,242 848 1,549
Tamarack 1.986 14 -- 1,972 -- -- -- — —
Total 1 ,329.982 79,701 38,357 57,359 15,873 610,534 372,655 48,174^!^ 107,329
Hardwoods ;
Cottonwood and
aspen 30,463 10,590 1,752 10,662 1,651 5,535 273
Yellow poplar
Birch, beech
38,702 152 3,338 12,090 23,122 —
and maple 305,404 115,235 68,581 74,610 31,430 15,548 ..
Gum 124,694 -- 2,601 -- 9,070 113,023 *• ” --
Total 499,262 125,977 76,272 82,272 54,241 157,228 -- -- 273
All species 1,829,245 205,678 114,629 142,631 70,114 767,762 372,655 48,174# 107,602
# - Includes Western Hemlock.
From D. S. Department of Agriculture.
Report on Senate Resolution No. 175.
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Commercial forest area of the United States
by character of gro'.rth and regions. The total
area is about 500 million acres of commercial forest.
From;
U . S, Department of Agriculture, '’Report on
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5 ZD 1 '^otal -^or all corrrrcdi ti ss ICO.
2 Lumber 50.8
6 3 Fuel wood 37.6
4 Hewed ties 4.4
7 5 ^ence posts 4.3
S Pulpwood 4.1
8 7 Mine timbers (round) 1.6
8 ^^eneer logs 1.6
9 9 Logs and bolts in mfgr. 1.1
10 Shingles 0,9
10 : 11 Slack staves 1.1
12 Tight staves 1,0
11 ] Miscellaneous 1.5
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Graph Showing the Normal Consumption
Of Forest Froducta by Frincipal Commodities
From:
Nelson C. Frown, "Timber Froduots and
Industries”, John "Viley ^ Sons, Inc.
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"'Comparison of activity expenditures in Forestry
for 1938. The diagram throws additional light on
^he comparative efforts of different types of for-
est land ownership. Fven public aid to private
owners is approximately three times the expendi-
tures of private ownership on its own land."
(From:
U . S . Hepartment of Agriculture, ’’Report on Senate Resolu-
tion No. 175”, March 3C
,
1933, Page 30.)
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Area of National Forests 1891 t o 1928, Inclusive
Gain or loss in
Gross Area Net Area'^ Area compared v/ith
Year Acres Acres Precedinf^ year #
1891 1,239,040
1892 3,252,260 / 2,013,220
1893 13,053,440 / 9,801,180
1894 17,564,800 / 4,511,360
1895 17,564,800
1896 17,564,800
1897 18,993,280 / 1,428,480
1898 40,719,474 / 21,726,194
1899 46,021,889 / 5,302,415
1900 46,772,129 / 750,240
1901 46,410,209 361,920
1902 60,175,765 / 13,765,556
1903 62,354,965 / 2,179,200
1904 62,763,494 / 408,529
1905 85,852,229 75,352,175 / 23,088,735
1906 106,994,018 94,159,492 / 18,807,317
1907 150,832,665 132,731,865 / 38,572,373
1908 167,976,886 147,819,660 / 15,087,795
1909 194,505,325 172,230,233 / 24,410,573
1910 192,931,197 168,028,752 4,201,481
1911 190,608,243 168,165,163 / 136,411
1912 187,406,376 165,027,163 3,128,000
1913 186,616,648 165,516,518 / 489,355
1914 185,321,202 163,848,524 1,667,994
1915 184,505,602 162,773,280 - 1,075,244
1916 176,088,608 155,399,809 - 7,373,471
1917 176,340,353 155,220,429 - 179,380
1918 175,955,771 155,374,620 / 154,173
1919 174,261,393 153,933,460 1,441,142
1920 180,299,776 156,032,053 / 2,098,593
1921 181,820,459 156, 666,045 / 633,992
1922 181,799,997 156,837,282 / 171,237
1923 182,099,802 157,236,807 / 399,525
1924 182,817,159 157,502,793 / 265,986
1925 184,125,912 158,395,056 / 892,263
1926 / 184,123,951 158,750,210 1,961
1927 / 183,938,106 158,800,424 - 185,845
1928 / 184,403,819 159,480,856 / 465,713
Net areas for 1905 to 1912, inclusive, are estimated,
# Prior to 1906 the gain or loss is of gross areas,
X Journal of Forestry, Vol, XXXIV, page 130,
/ Reports of the Forester, 1926, 1927 and 1928,
From: Recknagle and Spring, "Forestry", Alfred A. Knopf,
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Deforested America, Green Lamp
League, 1928.
Ahern, George P. Forest Bankruptcy in America,
Green Lamp Leaf^ue, 1955
Brov/n, Nelson C. General Introduction to Forestry
in the United States,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1955
Brown, Nelson C. Timber Products and Industries,
John Wiley &: Sons, Inc., 1957
Cameron, Jenks The Development of Governmental For-
est Control in the United States,
Johns Hopkins Press, 1928
Chapman, Herman H. Forest Finance, Tuttle, Iloorhouse &
Taylor Co., 1926
Chapman, Herman H. Forest Management, J. B. Lyon Co.,
Albany, 1951
Chase, Stuart Rich Land, Poor Land,
McGraw-Hill, 1956
Compton, VviIson Conservation, the Form of the Sub-
stance, Which?, National Lumber
Manufacturer’s Association, 1919
Encyclopedia Britannlca - Volume 9, 14th Edition, Article
written by Raphael Zon, Pp.497-506
Fisher, R, T. New England Forests
Felt, E. P. Manual of Tree and Shrub Insects
Graves, H. S.9 Chapter III in Van Hise and Havemeyer,
Conservation of Natural Resources,
McMillan Co., 1950.
Graves, H. S. and




Elements of Forestry, John .'/iley &
Sons, Inc., 1957
Muzzey, D. S. An American History, Ginn & Co., 1920
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Alfred A. Fnopf, 1929
The Profession of Forestry,
McMillan Co., 1934
Forest Products, Chapters III, IV,
V and VI, in Economic Plants,,
pages 70-200, 1934.
A Handbook of Michigan Tax Laws,
Michigan State QCollege, East
Lansing, Circular Bulletin
Ho. 153, December 1934.
Our Federal Lands,
Scribner, 1928
Tree Crops and the Time Factor of Pro-
duction, Chapter XXI, and The
Forest in Profit and Welfare
Economy, Chapter XXII, Pages 400-425,
V/orld Resources and Industries,
Harper Bros. & Co., 1933.












(published by the American Forestry Associa-
tion, V/ashington, D. C.)
The President's Forest, Ray F. Bov/er
Halting Erosion, H. H. Bennett
The New Deal for the Lumber Industry, Butler
Design for Conservation - Editorial
The South looks at Pulpvraod
Forestry in Congress
The CCC Continues Planting Trees
The South's New Liquid Cold, Pepperburg
North Carolina Looks Ahead in Forest Taxation
The Nation! Timber Stand
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January 29, 1938 ITew Low in Burned Acreage for
National Forests
Atlantic Monthly -
December 1937 Our Adventure in Conservation, the CCC
Business V/eek -
October ‘•24, 1936
June 5, 1937 '
J^^e 12, 1937
July 29, 1937
Janua 2ry 22, 1933
February 7, 1939




Florida Celebrates Pulp Boom
Protecting Southern Pines.
Boston Globe -
February 20, 1939 Editorial, "Men and Trees”
Boston Herald -
February 19, 1939 Article by Marion Seagrave, on
the CCC, Section ”B”, Page 3.
Colliers -
June 22, 1935 Timber for the Fut^Jire, 0. P, Ihite
Nation ’^s Business -
August 1937 New Kind of Agriculture Comes to
the Piney '.Voods •




Boom and Bust, Ghost Tov/ns of the
Lumber Regions, F. A. Silcox
King Cotton Shares His 'Throne
Trees
Saturday Evening Post -







Forests of the Pacific Northwest
Hurricane, by F. Thone
Letter from Dr. Elmer D. '“errill of
the Arnold Arboretum
Rebuilding Forests, by Thone




Trees Grow More TimberVA^hen Sharing Sun
Wood Grown to Order, M. B. Hopkins
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June 8, 1936 Orphan Seedlings
Publications of the United States Department
of A<--riculture
Report on Senate Resolution No. 331, June 1, 1920 (Capper Report)
Report on Senate Resolution No. 175, March 30, 1933 (Copeland Report)
Technical Bulletin No, 166, "Timber Grov/ing and Logging Practice
in the Northeast", Samuel T. Dana, March 1930
Progress Reports of 'the Forest Tajcation Inquiry
Miscellaneous Circular No. 358, Uaj 1, 1935, "The Forest Tax
Problem and Its Solution, Summarized", R, Clifford Hall
Miscellaneous Circular No. 247, 1936, "Forestry and Permanent
Prosperity", Richard F, Hamblet.
Miscellaneous Circular No. 162, 1933, "Our Forests, Marie Heisley,
"Here are Forests", 1936, Martha B. Bruere
'Possibilities of Shelterbelt Planting in the Plains Regions’,' 1935.
Bulletin No, 551, "Forest Fire Insurance in the Pacific Coast
States, 1937
Other Government Publications:
Public Land System of the United States, S. V. Proudfit, De-
partment of the Interior, 1930
Paper, paper board, pulpwood, U. S. Bureau of Census, 1937
Census of Forest Products, 1936/35, U, S, Bureau of Census,
May 21, 1937.
Pitch Pine and Its Uses, U. S, Department of Commerce, Trade
Promotion Series No. 119, Washington, 1931.
Boundaries, Areas, Geographic Centers and Altitudes of the U. S.
and the Several States", Edward M. Douglas, 2nd Edition,
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